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Introduction

The interaction between material and light is one of the most basic and important phenomena
in nature. Therefore, a large number of studies on the interaction have been done
experimentally and theoretically. Development of laser brings the powerful light source, and
has made it possible to investigate nonlinear optical response properties. In theoretical
chemistry, examples for the accurate calculation of molecular nonlinear optical response, i.e.,
hyperpolarizabilities, were limited, though the basic perturbational formulation had been given in
1950's. The reason is that it is indispensable to calculate energies of ground and excited states,
transition moments and transition energies with high precision in order to reproduce
hyperpolarizabilities. However, a recent rapid progress of computer system makes it possible to
begin full-dress of investigation on hyperpolarizabilities for molecules. In recent years,
nonlinear optical properties have been studied actively both experimentally and theoretically for
several materials. Above all, organic materials have attracted a great deal of attention because
of their high-speed response originating in fluctuation of S electrons.
Although examples of investigation on hyperpolarizabilities of organic molecules increase,
there are only a few theoretical and experimental investigations of molecular
hyperpolarizabilities for organic radical species. One reason is that the most organic radical
molecules are unstable and then experimental measurements of hyperpolarizabilities for radical
species is difficult. The other reason is that in the calculation for the open-shell systems,
response properties of radical species have large electron-correlation dependency in general.
However, many stable radical molecules have been synthesized from the recent study on the
organic magnetic molecules, e.g., para-phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radical ( p-NPNN ). Therefore,
the number of studies on the hyperpolarizabilities for radical molecules are expected to increase.
Besides, higher-order electron-correlation methods can be applied in the theoretical calculation
of nonlinear optical properties thanks to the recent progress in computer system. It is expected
that response properties, especially for nonlinear optical response properties of radical species,
are changed remarkably by slight physical and chemical perturbations. The reason is that
radical species have some instability in their electronic states, so that the electronic states are
changed easily by the slight perturbations. Such sensitivity of response properties for radical
species is presumed to be useful for controlling the properties. Therefore, an importance of the
study on nonlinear response properties for stable radical species is considered to increase in the
near future.
It is well-known that almost organic compounds provide positive second hyperpolarizability
( J ), which is the origin of the macroscopic third-order nonlinear optical response. The sign of

J is also known to be important in quantum optics: the positive value causes the self-focussing
1

effect of an incident beam, while the negative one causes the self-defocusing effects.

We have

proposed a classification rule of J based on the time-dependent perturbation theory. By
applying this rule, we have also proposed a structure-correlation rule of systems exhibiting
negative J. Namely, a system whose ground state has a large contribution from a symmetric
resonance structure with inversible polarization ( SRIP ) tends to exhibit negative J. In
comparison with closed-shell systems, open-shell systems are expected to have fair possibilities
of providing large contribution of SRIP to the ground states because of the instability in their
electronic states.
Because of several reasons mentioned above, the author investigates the second
hyperpolarizability of radical species, especially for nitroxide radical species, and elucidate the
relationship between open-shell system and appearance of negative J as one of the peculiarity of
nonlinear optical properties for radical species based on our calcification rule of J. An analysis
method is introduced and applied in this study. This method, i.e., hyperpolarizability density
analysis, is first developed and implemented in ab initio calculations by the author, and is useful
for obtaining pictorial and intuitive understanding of the spatial characteristics of
hyperpolarizability.
In chapter 1, several basic matters of nonlinear optics and our calcification rule of J is
explained. In chapter 2, several calculation methods employed for the calculation of
hyperpolarizabilities in this study are explained.
In chapter 3, the definition of
hyperpolarizability density and how to use of hyperpolarizability density are explained. In
chapter 4, the second hyperpolarizabilities of a small closed-shell system, formaldehyde, and an
open-shell system, nitroxide radical, are calculated in order to examine the difference in
nonlinear optical properties between closed- and open-shell systems. In chapter 5, the second
hyperpolarizabilities of small iso-electronic radical model systems are investigated in order to
elucidate the character of J for radical species. In this chapter, a possibility of negative J in
radical species is examined.

In chapter 6, J of nitronyl nitroxide radical, which is expected to

have large negative J, is examined. In chapter 7, structure-property correlation in J for several
radical species is investigated. These radical species, studied in this chapter, include a part
corresponding to the nitronyl nitroxide radical structure and are also expected to have negative J.
In chapter 8, the second hyperpolarizabilities of p-NPNN are examined. The p-NPNN is a real
molecule including nitronyl nitroxide radical structure in their flame. The macroscopic
third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities for the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN are also studied.
In chapter 9, the present study is summarized and the future extensions of nonlinear optics for
open-shell systems are expressed.
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Chapter 1

Nonlinear optical process and a
classification rule of the second
hyperpolarizability

In the off-resonant regions, the time-dependent perturbation theory ( TDPT ) is used for the
calculation of the response property of the system in the presence of external oscillating fields.
Bloembergem [1], Orr and Ward [2] derived the perturbative expressions for various nonlinear
optical phenomena. The transition energies, dipole moment differences and transition moments
are included in the TDPT formulae. The dispersion effects of the polarizability and
hyperpolarizabilities can be considered in the off-resonant region when the time-dependent
external fields are applied. In quantum chemistry, the approach using these TDPT formulae is
referred to as the sum-over-state ( SOS ) method [3-52]. In general, relatively small number of
ab initio MO calculations are performed due to the problem of the convergence of the
hyperpolarizability including the sum over the excited states and to the difficulty of the
calculations of precise quantities relating to the excited states. In contrast, the TDPT with the
semi empirical MO methods that can well reproduce the quantities relating to the excited states is
performed to analyze the virtual excitation processes qualitatively. On the basis of the
energy-time uncertainty relation, the linear and nonlinear polarizations are regarded as the virtual
excitation processes starting from the ground state to the ground state through plural excited
states. The virtual excitation processes are characterized by these transition quantities. Since
the transition properties reflect the electronic structures of molecular systems, explicit criteria
designing the nonlinear optical systems can be constructed based on the perturbative formulae.
Actually many guidelines for molecular design of the nonlinear optical materials have been
proposed [53-55].
In section 1.1, the relation between macroscopic linear and nonlinear optical susceptibilities
( F(n) ) and microscopic polarizability (D ) and hyperpolarizabilities ( E, J, etc. ) is outlined. In
section1.2, the TDPT formulae for D, E and J are explained.

In sections 1.3-1.5, the analytical

formula for J is partitioned to three types of virtual excitation processes.

In section 1.6, a

classification rule of systems with large J is proposed based on the analysis of the virtual
excitation processes.
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1.1.

Nonlinear optical process and hyperpolarizability

When an optical electric field F0(r,t) is applied to the materials, e.g., molecular crystals, the
microscopic polarization p of a molecule constructing the materials is induced. The
microscopic polarization induces the macroscopic polarization P whole over the crystal. As a
result, new electric field Fn(r,t) is generated. This process is shown in Fig. 1.1. When the
angular frequency of F0(r,t) does not equal that of Fn(r,t), the process is referred to as the
nonlinear optical process. In this case, various nonlinear optical effects such as the second
harmonic generation ( SHG ) and the THG are observed. [34,53-59]
The macroscopic polarization P can be expanded by an electric field F:
P I (Z )

¦F

(1)
IJ

J

2)
3)
F J (Z 1 )  ¦ F (IJK
F J (Z 1 )F K (Z 2 )  ¦ F (IJKL
F J (Z 1 )F K (Z 2 ) F L (Z 3 )... .
JK

JKL

(1.1.1)
The I, J, K and L denote the components in the laboratory coordinate system. Here FI is the I
component of the polarization and Z is the angular frequency of the polarization field. F(1)IJ is the

F(2)IJK and F(3)IJKL are the components of
the nonlinear susceptibility tensors of rank 3 and 4, respectively. FI(Zn) is the I component of
the external field oscillating at angular frequency Zn.
component of the linear susceptibility tensor of rank 2.

The microscopic polarization p can be similarly expanded as:
p i (Z )

P itot  P i0

¦D
j

ij

F c j (Z 1 )  ¦ E ijk F c j (Z 1 )F c k (Z 2 )  ¦ J ijkl F c j (Z 1 )F c k (Z 2 ) F c l (Z 3 )...
jk

.

jkl

(1.1.2)

Incident
Electric Field
F0(r,t)

Microscopic
Polarization
<p>

Macroscopic
Polarization
<P>

Frequency of F0(r,t) = Frequency of FN(r,t)
Frequency Mixing
Harmonic Generation

Fig.1.1 Nonlinear optical process
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New
Electric Field
FN(r,t)

Here, F' represents the local electric field. The i, j, k and l represent the components in the
molecular-fixed coordinate system. Here, Pitot is the molecule-fixed i component of the total
electric dipole moment and Pi0 is the i component of the permanent dipole moment ( Pi0 ). In
the case of the medium intense electric field F', the right-hand side of Eq.(1.1.2) can be
approximated by the first-order term with respect to F'. However, when the presence of the
electric field is large enough to observe the higher-order terms, the higher-order terms give rise
to various nonlinear optical properties. Eijk and Jijkl are the tensor components of the first- and
the second hyperpolarizabilities, respectively.
The magnitude and sign of the
hyperpolarizability characterize the nonlinearly of the system under the strong electric fields.
When the coordinate system is reversed, the electric field F comes to be -F in Eq.(1.1.1).
However, the even-order terms of the right-hand side of Eq.(1.1.1) are unchangeable.
Therefore, the even-order susceptibilities vanish in the centrosymmetric system, while the
odd-order susceptibilities usually exist in arbitrary system. This relation also holds in the
microscopic polarization. Therefore, in order to exhibit the even-order nonlinear optical effects,
both the crystal and its elementary molecules must possess noncentrosymmetric structures.
For most molecular crystals, their nonlinear optical susceptibilities can be expressed as a
function of the number density of molecular units ( N ), local-field factor ( Ln ), the angle
between the molecule-fixed and the laboratory coordinate axes ( T ) and the nth-order molecular
polarizability ( D(n) )

F (n)

:

f ( N, L n ,T , D (n) ) .

(1.1.3)

For randomly oriented systems such as the gas or liquid phase, F(n) can be expressed as

F (n)

NL n D ( n )

,

(1.1.4)

where Ln is a local-field factor determined by the refractive indices of the system. <D(n)> is the
orientationally averaged molecular polarizability. For example, the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility can be given by
3)
F (IJKL

Ng(Z )g(Z 1 )g(Z 2 )g(Z 3 ) J

IJKL

.

(1.1.5)

Here, g(Z) is the local-field factors for each of the electric fields. Due to the symmetry of the
electric fields along the molecular coordinate axes, JS for THG can be simplified as [1,60]

J S ( 3Z ;Z , Z , Z )

1
(J xxxx  J yyyy  J zzzz  J xxyy  J yyxx  J xxzz  J zzxx  J yyzz  J zzyy ) ,
5
(1.1.6)

in which Jijkl is the component of J.

Further simplification of Eq.(1.1.6) can be performed for
5

component of difference of dipole moments between states n and 0 ( the ground state ), and En0
is a transition energy between states n and 0. Similarly to the case of analysis of E, a virtual
excitation process in the fourth-order optical process is represented as an expression ( 0-i-j-k-0 ).
The first, the second and the third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1.3.6) correspond to type
(I) ( 0-n-n-n-0 ), type (II) ( 0-n-0-m-0 ) and type (III) contributions, respectively. The type (III)
terms can be partitioned into two types of contributions specified by type (III-1) ( 0-n-n-m-0 )
and type (III-2) ( 0-n-m-n'-0 ). These types are shown schematically in Fig. 1.3. The type (I)
( 0-n-n-n-0 ) process, which involves two dipole moment differences between the excited ( n )
and the ground ( 0 ) states ( Pnn ) on a virtual excitation path, exists only in the case of molecules
with noncentrosymmetric charge distributions. The type (II) ( 0-n-0-m-0 ) process involves the
ground state ( 0 ) in the middle of a virtual excitation path. This is negative in sign in the
off-resonant region as shown from Eq. (1.3.6). The type (III-1) process ( 0-n-n-m-0 ), which
involves only one dipole moment difference between the excited ( n ) and the ground ( 0 ) states
( P nn ) on a virtual excitation path, exists only in the case of molecules with noncentrosymmetric
charge distributions. In contrast, the type (III-2) process ( 0-n-m-n'-0 ) ( involving the case
n=n' ), which has no dipole moment difference on a virtual excitation path, can contribute to the

Jiiii of arbitrary molecules. The type (III) contributions have the possibility of taking positive or
negative value. Thus, the magnitude and sign of total J are shown to be closely related to each
type of virtual excitation process.

1.4.

N-state three-type approximation for second hyperpolarizabilities

In order to indicate relations more clearly between virtual excitation paths and J ( { Jiiii ), the
Eq. (1.2.3) is approximated by restricting the types (II) and (III) to (II)' ( 0-n-0-n-0 ) and (III)'
( 0-n-m-n-0 ), respectively. This approximation ( three-type approximation ) is found to
describe the J for molecular conjugated systems.
is expressed by [53]

Under the approximation, the total J ( THG )

m

m

m
n'

(I)

n

n

n

n

0

0

0

0

(II)
Fig.1.3

(III-1)

Virtual excitation process of J.
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(III-2)

¦ ( P n 0 )2 ( P nn )2

J ( 3Z ;Z , Z , Z )

n 1

¦ (P n0 )4
n 1

En 0 ( En20  (!Z )2 )
( En20  (3!Z )2 )( En20  (2!Z )2 )( En20  (!Z )2 )

En 0
( E  (3!Z )2 )( En20  (!Z )2 )

(1.4.1)

2
n0

 ¦ ( P n 0 )2 ( P mn )2
m ,n 1
mzn

En20 Em 0  4 En20 (!Z )2  3En 0 (!Z )2
( En20  (3!Z )2 )( En20  (!Z )2 )( Em2 0  (2 !Z ) 2 )

Here, the first, the second and the third terms on the right-hand side respectively correspond to
the type (I), type (II)' and type (III)'. These approximate types are shown schematically in Fig.
1.4. In the static case, this formula is rewritten as follows.

J (I)+(II)'+(III)'

J (I)  J (II)'  J (III)'

(1.4.2)

where

J (I)

J (II)'

( P n 0 )2 ( P nn )2
,
¦
En30
n 1

(1.4.3)

¦

(P n0 )4
,
En30
1

(1.4.4)

( P n 0 )2 ( P mn ) 2
.
¦ E2 E
m ,n 1
n0 m0

(1.4.5)

n

and

J (III)'

( mzn)

m

(I)
Fig.1.4

n

n

n

0

0

0

(II)'

(III)'

Three-type approximation virtual excitation process of J.
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(P n0 )4
,
En30

J (II)'



J (III)'

( P n 0 )2 ( P mn ) 2
.
En20 Em 0

(1.5.2)

and

(1.5.3)

Similarly, Eqs. (1.4.6), (1.4.7) and (1.4.10) are rewritten as

D0

( P n 0 )2
2
,
En 0

Dn

2

(1.5.4)

( P mn ) 2
D0,
Emn

(1.5.5)

and

r

Emn
,
Em 0

(1.5.6)

m

Pmn
n

Emn=Em-En

Em0=Em-E0

Pm0
'Pn0=Pnn-P00

Dn

En0=En-E0

D0

0

Fig.1.5 Three states involving in the three-type approximation in the three-state approximation
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We next consider a structure-property relation for systems with negative J [65]. It is
elucidated from our classification rule that the symmetric systems with large ground state
polarizability tend to exhibit negative J. Therefore we consider the symmetric structure with
large ground state polarizability. As an example, let us consider three charged states ( neutral,
ion radical and dianion states ) of a condensed-ring conjugated system, i.e., pentalene. The
longitudinal J of the ion radical state of pentalene is found to be negative, while the J of other
states are found to be positive. The resonances between polarization structures with mutually
opposite directions are shown in Fig. 1.6. For the neutral state, a charge separation occurs in
each resonance structure. For the resonance structure, the polarization induces in the mutually
opposite direction. This resonance has only a small contribution to the ground-state electronic
structure, since these resonance structures are considerably unstable. The small contribution of
these resonance structures also corresponds to the fact that the magnitude of transition moment
between the ground and the first excited states are small. Similarly, for the dianion state both
the resonance structures are considered to have only a small contribution to the ground-state
electronic structures, since the resonance structures are unstable. In contrast, for the anion
radical state the resonance structures can significantly contribute to the ground-state electronic
structure, since the resonance structures are more stable than those of the neutral and dianion
states. The polarizations of these resonance structures are induced in the mutually opposite
direction. The large contribution of these resonance structures also corresponds to the fact that
the magnitude of transition moment between the ground and the first excited states are large.
From the comparison among J values and resonance structures for these systems, a system with
resonance structures contributing to the stability of the ground state and inducing the polarization
in the mutually opposite direction tends to exhibit negative J and remarkable electron correlation
and structure dependencies of the J. The large contributions from the stable resonance
structures with large dipole moments correspond to an enhancement of the magnitude of the
transition moment between the ground and the allowed first excited states. This contribution
also leads to a reduction of the transition energy between the ground and the allowed first excited
states with large contributions from the resonance structures. Namely, a system whose ground
state has a large contribution from this symmetric resonance structure with the inversible
(reversible) polarization, which is referred to as SRIP [65] hereafter, satisfies our criteria for the
system to have a negative J.

17

(a) Neutral state

(b) Anion radical state

(c) Dianion state
2

2
Fig.1.6

Symmetric resonance structures with inversible polarizations ( SRIP ) of
three-charged states ( neutral, anion and dianion states ) of pentalene.
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Chapter 2

Finite
field
calculations
of
polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities
by ab initio and semi empirical
methods

In chapter 1, the formulation of polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities based on TDPT is
explained. For TDPT approach, calculations of several quantities relating to higher-order
excited states are indispensable. In general, however, it is very difficult to estimate the
quantities precisely using ab initio MO method. Therefore, in this chapter, variational methods
dealing with only the ground state are applied to the calculation of polarizability and
hyperpolarizabilities.
In section 2.1, the calculation method of polarizability and
hyperpolarizabilities based on the coupled-Hartree-Fock ( CHF ) theory is described. The total
energy in the presence of external field can be expanded as the power series of the field. The
coefficients of the field represent the dipole-moment, polarizability and hyperpolarizabilities.
The total energy in the presence of the field is differentiated with respect to the field. This
procedure is referred to as finite-field ( FF ) method. It is necessary to estimate the total energy
of the ground state precisely for reproducing the hyperpolarizabilities accurately using FF
method. To calculate the ground state precisely, it is important to estimate the effect of
collision of electrons, i.e., dynamical-electron-correlation effect. In section 2.2 several
dynamical-electron-correlation methods, i.e., Møller-Plesset perturbation ( MP ), coupled-cluster
( CC ) and quadratic-configuration-interaction ( QCI ) methods are explained. In section 2.3,
two method, BLYP and B3LYP, based on density functional theory ( DFT ) are explained.
DFT approach is a novel method including dynamical correlation corrections efficiently. For
several molecules, especially for radical molecules, the electronic structure cannot be well
described by single-determinant alone, which cannot describe non-dynamical
electron-correlation effect.
In section 2.4, complete-active-space self-consistent-field
( CAS-SCF ) method is explained. The CAS-SCF method is one of the typical methods to treat
the problem of the non-dynamical electron-correlation by using multi-configuration
wavefunction. In section 2.5, one of the semi-empirical MO methods, i.e., intermediate neglect
of differential overlap ( INDO ) method, is explained. This method is applied to the calculation
of hyperpolarizabilities for larger size molecules in chapters 7 and 8.
The ab initio MO and DFT calculations are performed by using GAUSSIAN 94 program
package [66]. The INDO calculations program performed is programed by M. Nakano.
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2.1.

Coupled Hartree-Fock ( CHF ) [67-75] theory and finite field ( FF ) [76-79] method

The total Hamiltonian in the presence of an electric field F is expressed as

H

Ho  ¦ F  ra  ¦ Z A F  RA ,
a

(2.1.1)

A

where indices a and A signify the ath electrons and the Ath nucleus, respectively. ZA is the
atomic number of the Ath nucleus, and the H0 is the field-free-Hamiltonian. The total energy
( E(F) ) under the external field F and dipole-moment ( P ) can be expressed as are expectation
value for the wavefunction \:
E( F)

\ H\

(2.1.2)

and

P

\

¦ Fr  ¦ Z
a

A

F  RA \

.

(2.1.3)

A

a

In the coupled-Hartree-Fock ( CHF ) method [67], \ is approximated by a single Slater
determinant with orbitals reoptimized for F. Differentiation of Eq.(2.1.2) with respect to F
gives

wH
w\
w\
H\  \
\  \ H i
i
i
wF
wF
wF

wE
wF i

.

(2.1.4)

According to the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [79], the first and third terms on the right-hand of
Eq.(2.1.4) is equal to zero, if the \ is recognized as the true wavefunction.

If the Hellmann-Feynman theorem is satisfied, P defined by Eq.(2.1.3)

satisfies the theorem.
can be expressed as

Pi



The CHF method

wE
( i = x, y and z ).
wF i

(2.1.5)

Therefore, from Equations (2.1.1)-(2.1.5), E(F) and P can be expressed as follows,
E( F)

Eo  ¦ P i F i 
i

1
1
1
D ij F i F j  ¦ E ijk F i F j F k  ¦ J ijkl F i F j F k F l .
¦
2 ij
3 ijk
4 ijkl

(2.1.6)
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Pi

P 0 i  ¦ D ij F j  ¦ E ijk F j F k  ¦ J ijkl F j F k F l  .
j

jk

(2.1.7)

jkl

Here, P0 is the permanent dipole-moment and E0 is the electric-field-free total energy.
From this formula, the component of P, polarizability ( D ) and hyperpolarizabilities
( E, J, etc. ) can be evaluated by numerical differentiation of the SCF energy with respect to the
external field, namely,

D ij

E ijk



w2 E
wF i wF j



,

(2.1.8)

F , F o0
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j

w3 E
1
2 ! wF i wF j wF k

,

(2.1.9)

F i ,F j , F k o0

and

J ijkl



w4 E
1
3! wF i wF j wF k wF l

.

(2.1.10)
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This procedure is referred to as the finite-field ( FF ) method ( See Appendix 1 ).
advantage of the FF method is that it can be applied to any quantum chemical theories.

2.2.

One

Several dynamical-electron-correlation methods

Hartree-Fock theory neglects the instantaneous interaction between the electrons, so-called
electron-correlation. Electron-correlation is determined by the "deviation" of the instantaneous
Coulomb potential between two electrons from the average, i.e., Hartree-Fock, potential they
exert on one another. If two electrons are tightly packed into one orbital, two electrons will
"collide" and consequently "deviate" from average potential. This is a physical significance of
dynamical electron-correlation effect [80-82]. In order to calculate nonlinear optical properties
precisely, the electron-correlation effect is important. The electron excitation effects in
configuration-interaction ( CI ) correspond to the dynamical electron-correlation effect.
Truncated CI methods, however, does not satisfy size-consistency. Beside full-CI calculation,
which satisfies size-consistency, cannot be carried out for large molecules since the number of
dimension increases excessively as the number of basis-set increases. Therefore, several
dynamical-electron-correlation methods satisfying the size-consistency are proposed.
Following methods are the dynamical-electron-correlation methods applied to the calculation of
second hyperpolarizabilities in this study are explained as follows.
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e  T He T ) 0

E )0

.

(2.2.12)

Namely, the Schrödiger equation is solved by improvement of the Hamiltonian using eT. The
coupled-cluster energy is calculated as follows;
E

) 0 e  T He T ) 0

.

(2.2.13)

As a matter of fact, Eq.(2.2.13) is solved by reiteration calculation.
C

Quadratic configuration-interaction theory [90]

The normal equations of ( linear ) configuration interaction theory are modified by introducing
new terms which are quadratic in the configuration coefficients and which ensure size
consistency in the resulting total energy. If the space is restricted to double ( D ) substitution,
the method is so-called QCID method. QCID method coincide with CCD exactly. The
QCISD method, in which the space is restricted to single and double substitution, can reproduce
the energy at the CCSD level [91].

2.3.

Density functional theory ( DFT ) approach

Since the seminal work of Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham [92], the density functional theory
( DFT ) of electronic structure has seen significant theoretical and formal advances. In DFT,
the exact exchange ( HF ) for a single determinant is replaced by a more general expression, the
exchange-correlation functional, which can include terms accounting for both exchange energy
and the dynamical-electron-correlation.
In this work we used two types of DFT approaches, i.e., the BLYP and B3LYP methods.
The BLYP method uses the Becke’s functional ( B ) as the exchange functional [93], which
includes the Slater exchange along with correlations involving the gradient of the density, and
also uses the functional developed by Lee, Yang and Parr ( LYP ) as the correlation functional
[94], which includes both local and non-local terms. The B3LYP method is the Becke’s three
parameter hybrid method [95-97] using the LYP correlation functional. Becke determined the
parameters in the following exchange-correlation approximation form,
E XC

a  EXC HF  (1  a)  E XC LSDA  b  'EXC B88  c  'EC PW 91 .

Here, EXCLSDA

means

approximation,

EXCexact

the

exchange

in

the

local-spin-density

is the HF exchange for a single determinant,

gradient correction for exchange, and

'ECPW91

(2.3.1)
exchange-correlation

'EXCB88

is the Becke’s 1988

is the 1991 gradient correction for correlation of
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Perdew and Wang [98]. Becke claimed that this functional performs significantly better than
previous functionals with gradient corrections only. In the case of nonlinear optical properties
also, Matsuzawa and Dickson used the several DFT approaches and claimed the effectiveness of
this method [99]. Therefore, we applied the B3LYP and BLYP methods to the calculation of the
response property of nitronyl nitroxide radical.

2.4.

Complete-active-space self-consistent-field ( CAS-SCF ) method [100]

There is a difficulty originating in the non-dynamical correlation effects on the description of
a state of system, which cannot be well described by using the single determinant alone. The
problems related to the breakdown of the single-configuration approximation can be efficiently
treated by using multi-configuration ( MC ) wavefunctions. However, there is no general rule
to build a set of important configurations. The complete-active-space-SCF ( CAS-SCF )
method proposed by Roos [100] uses configurations generated in the active orbital space and can
efficiently describe the electronic structures of the systems with large non-dynamical correlations.
In CAS-SCF calculation, the MCSCF calculations are performed using a special type of MC
wavefunction. The MC wavefunction considered is constructed from two sets of occupied
orbitals: the inactive and active orbitals. The inactive orbitals are doubly occupied in all
configurations in the MC wavefunctions. Conversely, the active orbitals define a subset of the
total orbital space, in which the configuration expansion is chosen to be complete. The
wavefunction constructed in this way is called the complete active space ( CAS ) wavefunction.
This type of MC expansion has several conceptual advantages as well as computational one.
First, orbital rotations within the inactive and active subspaces leave the energy unchanged, and
then do not need to be considered. Second, with the use of a complete CI wavefunction in the
active subspace, the sometimes difficult choice of the "dominant" configurations is completely
avoided and the only remaining "chemical" problem is the choice of active orbitals. This
method was also applied to the calculation of the response properties of several small molecules
[101].

2.5.

Intermediate neglect of differential overlap ( INDO ) method [102]

When the power of computer system was not sufficient for carrying out ab initio MO
calculations in order to reproduce several properties of molecules precisely, several
approximation approaches were suggested. These approximation methods were called
semi-empirical method. Some semi-empirical methods are useful for studying larger size
molecules even now. One of the semi-empirical methods is the intermediate neglect of
differential overlap ( INDO ) approximation proposed by Pople.
Under the INDO
approximation, the Fock matrix is expressed as follows:
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Chapter 3

Hyperpolarizability density analysis

In sections 1, we introduced perturbative approaches to the response properties, and provided
a method for analysis which includes partitioning of quantum processes ( virtual excitation
processes ). This analysis method is a powerful tool for exploring the characteristics of the
contributions from each virtual excitation path. However, this approach cannot elucidate the
spatial contributions to the high-order polarizabilities and also cannot be applied to the FF
method, which only needs the ground state of the system. In section 3.1, as an analysis method
of response property, we define a new concept "polarizability and hyperpolarizability
densities" by improving the idea proposed by Chopra et al. [72]. This analysis method has
advantages in the points that plots of hyperpolarizability and polarizability densities visualize the
spatial characteristics of the contribution to the total polarizability and hyperpolarizability.
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3.2.

Example: The second hyperpolarizability density analysis for ethylene
molecule

In this section, basis set and electron-correlation dependencies for ethylene molecule is
examined by using hyperpolarizability density analysis as an example of usefulness of this
method.
It is well known that using an extended basis set is indispensable for reproducing
semi-quantitative J value.

To elucidate the basis set dependency of J for ethylene, two basis

sets, i.e., 6-311G and 6-311G+f/d, are applied to the calculations of the Jxxxx. The 6-311G basis
set is one of the triple split valence basis set. The 6-311G+f/d basis set is an extended basis set,
which involves diffuse and polarization f function on C atom ( ] = 0.04384 ) and d function on H
atom ( ] = 0.03240 ) in addition to 6-311G basis set. The exponents of diffuse and polarization
f/d function is determined from outermost two exponents of 6-311G by using the even-tempered
method.
Figure 3.2 shows the geometry and coordinate system of ethylene molecule. The geometry
of ethylene is optimized by using B3LYP method with 6-311++G(3d,3p) basis set.

H

H
 $

$

C     C
H

H
y

z

H

H

x

C

C
H

H

Vv
Fig.3.2 Molecular geometries of C2H4 optimized by using B3LYP method with
6-311++G(3d,3p) basis set. The Vv plane represents the reflection plane of C2H4.
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Figure 3.3 shows the Jxxxx values and U(3)xxx(r) distributions of ethylene.
the

U(3)xxx(r)

The plane at which

distributions are drawn is Vv plane of ethylene molecule. As shown in Fig.3.3(a),

the sign of middle right of U(3)xxx(r) for ethylene obtained using HF method with 6-311G basis set
is shown to be negative, while the middle left of U(3)xxx(r) is shown to be positive. The right and
left side of the plane in Fig.3.3 corresponds to positive and negative x direction, respectively.
Therefore, the sign of contribution of middle regions ofU(3)xxx(r), which are considered to reflect
the V electron of ethylene, to the total Jxxxx of ethylene obtained by using HF method with
6-311G basis set is found to be positive. On the other hand, the sign of above and below right
regions of U(3)xxx(r) for ethylene obtained by using HF method with 6-311G basis set is shown to
be positive, while the above and below left regions of U(3)xxx(r) are shown to be negative ( See
Fig.3.3(a) ). Therefore, the sign of contribution of above and below regions ofU(3)xxx(r), which
are considered to reflect the S electron of ethylene, to the total Jxxxx obtained using HF method
with 6-311G basis set is found to be negative. The areas of above and below U(3)xxx(r) regions
obtained HF method with 6-311G basis set are shown to be much larger than the area of middle
regions ofU(3)xxx(r).

Therefore, it is found that the negative contribution originating in S

electron at the HF/6-311G level exceeds the positive contribution originating in V electron. The
feature of U(3)xxx(r) distribution is considered to support the Jxxxx value obtained by using HF
method with 6-311G basis set.
Figure 3.3(b) shows the Jxxxx value and U(3)xxx(r) distribution obtained using HF method with
6-311G+p/d extended basis set. The basis set dependency of Jxxxx for ethylene can be clarified
by comparing the U(3)xxx(r) distribution at the HF/6-311G+f/d with the U(3)xxx(r) distribution at the
HF/ 6-311G.

As shown in Fig.3.3(b), two new distribution of U(3)xxx(r) are shown to appear at

far right and left regions. The sign of far right regions of U(3)xxx(r) at the HF/6-311G+f/d is
shown to be negative, while the far left region of U(3)xxx(r) is shown to be positive. Therefore,
the contribution to the total Jxxxx of ethylene at the HF/6-311G+f/d by the far right and left
regions ofU(3)xxx(r) is positive. This contribution is considered to reflect the effect of
augmented diffuse and polarization f/d functions. Since the distance between far right and left
regions of U(3)xxx(r) is relatively large, the contribution of these regions is expected to be large.
Judging from the positive Jxxxx value at the HF/6-311G+f/d, the positive contribution of far right
and left regions of U(3)xxx(r) is considered to exceed the negative contribution of the above and
below regions ofU(3)xxx(r).
Figure 3.3(c) shows the Jxxxx value and U(3)xxx(r) distribution obtained by using QCISD method
with 6-311G+f/d basis set. In comparison of Fig.3.3(c) with Fig.3.3(b), the U(3)xxx(r) distribution
at the QCISD level is shown to be changed dramatically. Namely, the signs of middle regions
ofU(3)xxx(r), which are considered to originate in V electrons of ethylene, is shown to be reversed.
The signs of the above and below regions ofU(3)xxx(r), which are considered to originate in S
electrons, are also shown to be reversed, beside the area of the above and below regions of

U(3)xxx(r) are shown to be reduced. On the other hand, the far right and left regions of U(3)xxx(r)
are shown to expand. The J density analysis is found to elucidate the electron-correlation effect
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on J for ethylene more remarkably than the analysis based only on the difference between the HF
and the QCISD J values.

Jxxxx = -189 a.u.

(a) HF/6-311G

Fig.3.3

(b) HF/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 899 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 899 a.u.

Jxxxx values and contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv plane of
ethylenes by using the HF and QCISD methods. Contours are drawn
from -10.0 to 10.0 a.u. Lighter areas represent the spatial regions with
larger U

values. The white regions correspond to those with

U(3)xxx(r)

larger than 10.0 a.u., while the black regions correspond to

(3)
xxx(r)

those with U

(3)
xxx(r)

smaller than -10.0 a.u.
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Chapter 4

Static second hyperpolarizabilities of
nitroxide radical and formaldehyde

In this study [105], we investigate the basis set and electron-correlation dependencies of J
for H2NO and formaldehyde ( H2CO ), which is considered as the reference closed-shell system.
In general, the J exhibit large electron-correlation and basis-set dependencies. Moreover, the
electronic states of radical species itself have large electronic-correlation dependency. These
unique feature of radical species, electron-correlation effects for J and a necessity of using
extended basis sets are shown by using hyperpolarizability density analysis.
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4.1.

Calculation methods and molecular geometries

Figure 4.1 shows molecular geometries of H2NO and H2CO optimized by the ab initio
Møller-Plesset second order perturbation ( MP2 ) method using 6-31G basis set, the coordinate
axis and the reflection plane Vv.

x

x
H

H

1.1005A

1.0123A
120.38

N

1.3185A

z

O

121.92

H

C

1.2578A

O

z

H
H2NO

H2CO
y

x

Vv
H
X

z

O

H
X=N,C

Fig.4.1.

Molecular geometries of H2NO and H2CO optimized by the ab initio Møller-Plesset
second-order (MP2) method using 6-31G basis set.
reflection plane of H2XO (X=N or C).
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The Vv plane represents the

Firstly, some standard ( minimal (STO-3G) and split-valence (6-31G) ) and extended basis
sets augmented by diffuse and polarization functions ( p and d ), which are known to be essential
for reproducing semi-quantitative J, in order to investigate the basis set dependence of J. The
extended basis sets used in this study are given in Table 4.1. The first three extended basis sets,
i.e., 6-31G+p, 6-31G+d and 6-31G+pd, are attempted to clarify the effects of the augmentations
on C, N and O atoms, while the last two basis sets, i.e., 6-31G+pd/s and 6-31G+pd/sp, are done
for the augmentations on H atoms. These exponents are all determined by the even tempered
method.
Secondly, the effects of electron correlations on J are examined by performing the
following various electron correlation methods, i.e., MP2, MP3, MP4DQ, MP4SDQ, MP4SDTQ,
QCID ( =CCD ), QCISD, CCSD and CCSD(T). Here, the symbols S, D, T and Q imply the
inclusion of the correlation effects caused by the single, double, triple and quadruple excitations,
respectively. The CC method can include these correlation effects till infinite order. The QCI
method is known to be able to well reproduce the total energy calculated by the CC method.
Main components of J ( Jzzzz ) of H2NO and H2CO are calculated by the Eq.(A.6). The
minimum field strength employed here is 0.01 a.u., which seems to be most appropriate to assess
the calculated results.

Table 1

Exponential Gaussian orbital parameters for polarization and diffuse functions.

C
p

6-31G+p
6-31G+d

N
d

0.0523

O

p

d

0.0582

p

H
d

s

p

0.0719

0.0523

0.0582

6-31G+pd

0.0523 0.0523

0.0582 0.0582

0.0719

0.0719

6-31G+pd/s

0.0523 0.0523

0.0582 0.0582

0.0719

0.0719

0.0406

6-31G+pd/sp 0.0523 0.0523

0.0582 0.0582

0.0719

0.0719

0.0406 0.0406
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0.0719

4.2.

Results and discussion

4.2.1. Basis set dependence of Jzzzz
Figure 4.2 shows variations in Jzzzz of H2NO and H2CO for various types of basis sets and
electron correlation effects. The figures for H2NO and H2CO indicates that the basis sets in the
absence of diffuse p and d functions ( STO-3G and 6-31G ) cannot provide the sufficient
magnitude of Jzzzz and an adequate description of relative electron correlation dependence of Jzzzz.
It is shown that the extended basis sets including either diffuse p or d function ( 6-31G+p and
6-31G+d ) also provide insufficient magnitudes of Jzzzz for these systems, though the Jzzzz values
become relatively larger than those by the standard basis sets. The extended basis sets
including both diffuse p and d functions ( 6-31G+pd, 6-31G+pd/s and 6-31G+pd/sp ) are found
to be able to provide sufficiently large |Jzzzz| and reliable variations of Jzzzz with respect to electron
correlation effects. As also seen from the results in Jzzzz by using 6-31G+pd, 6-31G+pd/s and
6-31G+pd/sp basis sets, the augmentation of diffuse s and/or p functions on H atoms tends to
negligibly effect the Jzzzz in this case. Therefore, the Jzzzz calculated by using the 6-31G+pd
basis set are used in the following discussion concerning electron correlation dependence of Jzzzz.

4.2.2. Electron correlation dependence of Jzzzz
Firstly, we shall confine our attention to the correlation effects on Jzzzz by various kinds of
ab initio MO based methods. Apparently, the Jzzzz of H2NO and H2CO calculated by the MP2
method are shown to be relatively equal to the Jzzzz calculated by the CCSD method. On the
other hand, we can see some remarkable differences in the electron correlation dependence of

Jzzzz between these compounds. In particular, it is revealed that the correlation effects by MP2
decrease the |Jzzzz| of H2NO, while the |Jzzzz| of H2CO is increased by including the correlation
effects by MP2. The correlation effects by MP3 are found to decrease the MP2 |Jzzzz| values for
H2NO and H2CO. From the Jzzzz by some MP4 level calculations, it is shown that the effects of
S and T excitations increase the |Jzzzz| of H2CO, whereas, for H2NO, the effects of S excitations
decrease the |Jzzzz| contrary to the effects of T excitations. From the comparison between the
CCD and MP4DQ Jzzzz for H2NO and H2CO, it is presumed that the correlation effects
originating higher-order D excitations beyond the fourth order are negligible. The |Jzzzz| of
H2NO calculated by the CCSD method is shown to be slightly smaller than that by the CCD
method. In contrast, the |Jzzzz| of H2CO calculated by the CCSD method is shown to be
considerably larger than that by the CCD method. From these results, we can recognize that the
correlation corrections originating from higher-order S excitations are needed to evaluate the
|Jzzzz| quantitatively. In addition, as shown from the fact that the Jzzzz of H2NO and H2CO by the
CCSD method are close to those by the MP4SDQ method, it is clear that the higher-order
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correlation effects caused by S and D excitations beyond the fourth order little contribute to the

Jzzzz for these compounds. Although the Jzzzz of H2NO by the QCISD method are shown to be
relatively larger than those by the CCSD method, the QCISD method is considered to be able to
provide qualitatively correct description of the Jzzzz judging from its approximation level, which
is similar to that of the CCSD method. Further, the |Jzzzz| of H2NO and H2CO by the CCSD(T)
method are shown to be nearly equal to those by the CCSD method, respectively. It is
concluded that the Jzzzz by the CCSD(T) and CCSD methods are sufficiently converged values for
H2NO and H2CO judging from the magnitudes and signs of Jzzzz, and they can be qualitatively
well reproduced by the MP2 method.
2000
1500

STO-3G
6-31G
6-31G+p
6-31G+d

6-31G+pd
6-31G+pd/s
6-31G+pd/sp
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(a)

Method
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Fig.4.2.

Method

Variations of the Jzzzz values of (a) H2NO and (b) H2CO for various kinds of basis sets
( STO-3G, 6-31G, 6-31G+p, 6-31G+d, 6-31G+pd, 6-31G+pd/s and 6-31G+pd/sp )
and electron correlation methods ( HF, MP2, MP3, MP4DQ, MP4SDQ, MP4SDTQ,
CCD, QCISD, CCSD, QCISD(T) and BLYP ).
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Next, we consider the Jzzzz calculated by the BLYP method. Although there are various
types of DFT approaches, the BLYP method is found to reproduce the D, E and J comparable to
those at the ab initio MP2 level for closed-shell organic compounds [106]. As can be seen from
Fig.4.2, the Jzzzz of H2NO and H2CO by the BLYP method are shown to be relatively larger than
those by the CCSD(T) method. In the next section, we investigate the spatial contributions to
these Jzzzz by using the plots of U(3)zzz(r) in order to reveal the characteristics of electron
correlation effects.

4.2.3. Elucidation of spatial contributions to Jzzzz by the hyperpolarizability density analysis
In this section, we explore the effects of basis sets and electron correlations on Jzzzz from the
view point of the spatial contributions of Jzzzz density derivative ( U(3)zzz(r) ).

Figures 4.3 and 4.4

give contour plots of U zzz(r) on the Vv planes of H2NO and H2CO shown in Fig.4.1 for several
kinds of electron correlation methods. Lighter regions represent the spatial regions with larger
(3)

U(3)zzz(r) values. The white regions correspond to the regions with U(3)zzz(r) that is larger than
0.625 a.u., while the black regions correspond to the regions with U(3)zzz(r) that is smaller than
-0.625 a.u.
From the plot of U(3)zzz(r) by the HF method using 6-31G basis set ( HF/6-31G ) for H2NO
( Figures 4.3(a) and (b) ), diffuse p and d functions are shown to enlarge the regions of S electron
contributions to Jzzzz.

On the other hand, for H2CO ( Figures 4.4(a) and (b) ), the augmentations

of diffuse p and d functions are found to create the outer regions which possess large S electron
contributions ( positive ) with the opposite sign to the internal small S electron contributions
( negative ). It is also found that the S electrons provide the main contributions which are
opposite in sign to those of V electrons ( in the direction of N-O and C-O bond axis ). Further,
it is shown that the U(3)zzz(r) distribution of S electrons for H2CO at the HF/6-31G ( Fig.4.4(a) )
provide negative contributions to the total U(3)zzz(r) contrary to the case of H2NO at the HF/6-31G
( Fig.4.3(a) ).
As seen from the comparison among the plots of U(3)zzz(r) distribution for H2CO at the
HF/6-31G+pd, MP2/6-31G+pd, CCD/6-31G+pd and QCISD/6-31G+pd ( Figures 4.4(b), (c), (d)
and (e) ), the outer spatial contributions are enlarged by the electron correlation effects. This
leads to the increase of the U(3)zzz(r) distribution of H2CO at the HF/6-31G+pd. The plots of

U(3)zzz(r) distribution for H2CO at the CCD/6-31G+pd and QCISD/6-31G+pd ( Figures 4.4(d) and
(e) ) tell us that the inclusion of the infinite-order single excitations slightly reduce the size of
internal regions and enlarge the outer regions. It is also found that the distribution of U(3)zzz(r) of
H2CO at the QCISD/6-31G+pd ( Fig.4.4(e) ) is very similar to that at the BLYP/6-31G+pd
( Fig.4.4(f) ). It follows that the BLYP/6-31G+pd method can provide the semi-quantitative

Jzzzz values including sufficient electron correlation effects for this closed-shell system.
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(a) HF/6-31G

Jzzzz = 830 a.u.

(b) HF/6-31G+pd

(c) MP2/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 786 a.u.

(d) CCD/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 777 a.u.

(e) QCISD/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 995 a.u.

(f) BLYP/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 1130 a.u.

Fig.4.3.

Jzzzz = 1670 a.u.

Contour plots of Jzzzz densities on the Vv'+1.0 plane of H2NO (fig. 1) and Jzzzz values
for various calculation methods (HF, MP2, CCD, QCISD and BLYP).
drawn at 0.625, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.0, -0.0625, -0.125 and -0.625 a.u..
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Contours are

(a) HF/6-31G

Jzzzz = -49.1 a.u.

(b) HF/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 199 a.u.

(c) MP2/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 437 a.u.

(d) CCD/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 277 a.u.

(e) QCISD/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 599 a.u.

(f) BLYP/6-31G+pd

Jzzzz = 809 a.u.

Fig.4.4.
Contour plots of U(3)zzz(r) distribution on the Vv plane of H2CO (fig. 1) and Jzzzz for
various calculation methods (HF, MP2, CCD, QCISD and BLYP). Contours are drawn at
0.625, 0.125, 0.0625, 0.0, -0.0625, -0.125 and -0.625 a.u.
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In contrast, there are remarkable qualitative differences among the distributions of U(3)zzz(r)
distribution for H2NO at the HF/6-31G+pd, CCD/6-31G+pd and QCISD/6-31G+pd ( Figs. 4.3(b),
(d) and (e) ). The distribution of U(3)zzz(r) distribution for H2NO at the MP2/6-31G+pd
( Fig.4.3(c) ) is shown to be nearly equal to that at the CCD/6-31G+pd ( Fig.4.3(d) ). From
Figures.4.3(c) and (d), the infinite-order D excitations are found to vanish the regions contributed
by V electrons and newly create the regions with negative sign inside S electron regions with
positive contributions. Further, the inclusion of the infinite-order S excitations extremely
change the distributions at the CCD/6-31G+pd as shown in Fig.4.3(e). The characteristics of
variation in a distribution of U(3)zzz(r) caused by S excitation effects involved in the QCISD
method are presumed to be somewhat similar to those of the CCSD method judging from the
similarity of the approximation level between the QCISD and CCSD methods. The distribution
of p electron U(3)zzz(r) that is larger than 0.625 a.u. at the QCISD/6-31G+pd ( Fig.4.3(e) ) is
shown to be squeezed and be stretched to more outside regions compared with that at the
HF/6-31G+pd ( Fig.4.3(b) ). It is also shown that the distribution of U(3)zzz(r) at the
BLYP/6-31G+pd is different from that at the QCISD/6-31G+pd in the internal bond region,
though the calculated Jzzzz values are very similar with each other.

The good agreement

between these two Jzzzz seems to be achieved by the primary contributions from the outer regions
which exhibit very similar distributions of U(3)zzz(r) between two methods.
From the above results, we can recognize that the spatial distribution of U(3)zzz(r) for H2NO
hard to be reproduced correctly without higher-order electron correlation effects in comparison
with H2CO, even if the calculated total Jzzzz for H2NO calculated by including low-order
correlation effects comes to be unexpectedly in good agreement with the Jzzzz with sufficient
correlation effects.

4.3. Concluding remarks
In this study, it is found that the MP2 calculation using split-valence plus diffuse p and d
basis set ( 6-31G+pd ) can reproduce the Jzzzz, which are in semi-quantitatively good agreement
with those including sufficient electron correlation. However, it is also found that the correct
distributions of Jzzzz for H2NO cannot be reproduced at the MP2 level in contrast to the case of
H2CO. In such a case, the CCSD and QCISD calculations are expected to be essential for
obtaining qualitatively correct description of the distribution of U(3)zzz(r).
From the plots of U(3)zzz(r) distribution for H2CO, the BLYP method with sufficiently
augmented basis sets is shown to be able to reproduce the Jzzzz and distributions of U(3)zzz(r) at the
QCISD level. In contrast, for H2NO, the BLYP method is found to provide rather different
distribution of U(3)zzz(r) in the internal bond region compared to that by the QCISD method,
though the calculated total Jzzzz becomes very similar to that by the QCISD method.

The good

agreement between these total Jzzzz values is considered to be caused by the primary contributions
from the outer regions which provide similar distributions of U(3)zzz(r) between the QCISD and
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BLYP method. More profound investigations of the hyperpolarizabilities and the distributions
of hyperpolarizability density derivatives for various kinds of open-shell systems are necessary
for elucidating the applicability of the DFT approach to the calculation of hyperpolarizabilities of
open-shell systems.
The extremely large electron correlation effects detected in open-shell nitroxide system
( H2NO ) are presumed to be caused by the remarkable fluctuation of charges on N-O group, the
effects of which are found to be evaluated qualitatively by the infinite-order single excitation
correlations involved in the CCSD and QCISD methods. The remarkable fluctuation of charges
on H2NO is expected to be a peculiarity of open-shell system. As mention in chapter 1, a
symmetric system with fluctuation of charges have enormous possibility for realizing of the
organic system with negative J.
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Chapter 5

Second
hyperpolarizabilities
symmetric small-size radicals

of

In chapter 4, it is found that an open-shell system, H2NO, have unique electron-correlation
dependency of J. This large electron-correlation dependency of J for H2NO is considered to be
caused by the remarkable fluctuation of charges on N-O group. It is expected that the
fluctuation of charges is shown in some open-shell systems. As mentioned in chapter 2, the
structure-property correlation rule based on time-dependent perturbation theory indicates that a
system with large symmetric resonance structure with inversible polarization ( SRIP )
contribution to the ground state, plays an important role. Namely, a system whose ground state
has a large contribution of SRIP tends to exhibit negativeJand indicates remarkable
electron-correlation dependence of J. The existence of charge fluctuation is expected to lead to
increase in SRIP contribution for symmetric radical systems. In this chapter, the values of J are
investigated in order to inspect the effect of SRIP for two types of iso-electric small symmetric
radicals, i.e., one-center radicals [107] and three-center radicals [108,109].
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5.1.

Second hyperpolarizabilities of one-center radicals

In this study, we investigate J for small charged and neutral radicals, i.e., BH3-, CH3 and NH3+.
They are referred to as one-center radicals. All these radicals have 9 electrons. Therefore,
differences in the feature ofJare expected to reflect each charged state.
5.1.1. Geometries of one-center radicals and calculation method
Figure 5.1 shows the SRIP of the one-center radicals. The one-center radicals are assumed
to be planar structures. Their geometries are optimized by using the B3LYP method with
6-311G(3d2f,3p2d) basis set.
It is well-known that using extended basis sets, which are augmented by diffuse and
polarization functions, is indispensable for reproducing semi-quantitative J, especially for small
systems. Firstly, we investigate the basis set dependencies of J for one-center radicals. We
employed some standard and extended basis sets. All the exponents are determined by the
even-temper method.
As mentioned before, an effect of electron correlation onJis important, especially for the
system with large SRIP contribution. The electron-correlation effects on J for one-center
radicals are examined by the MPn and CC methods.
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Fig.5.1. Symmetric resonance structures with inversible polarization (SRIP) for
(a) BH3- (B-H=1.2118Å), (b) CH3 (C-H=1.0776Å) and (c) NH3+
(C-H=1.0237Å).

The structures of all radicals are optimized using

B3LYP/6-311(3d2f,3p2d).
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We confine our attention to the main components of J for one-center radical, i.e., Jxxxx. The

Jxxxx values are calculated by the FF method. To elucidate the spatial contribution to the Jxxxx,
the hyperpolarizability density analysis is applied.

5.1.2. Results and discussion
5.1.2.1. Basis set dependency
Figure 5.2 shows electron-correlation and basis-set dependencies of Jxxxx for the one-center
radicals. It is found that one-center radicals, especially BH3-, have large basis set dependencies.
For BH3- ( See Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) ), the effects of polarization functions are considered to
enhance the each electron-correlation effects on J of BH3-. As shown in Fig.5.2(a), the
difference in the types of adding diffuse and polarization functions is considered to represent a
degree of enhancement of the electron-correlation effect on J of BH3-.

Namely, the diffuse d/f

functions are shown to slightly enhance the electron-correlation effect on J for BH3-, while the
diffuse f/d functions are shown to enormously enhance the effects. The augmentation of inner
polarization d/p functions is also shown to enhance the electron-correlation effect on J for BH3( See Fig.5.2(b) ). However, little difference is shown between the electron-correlation effects
on J of BH3- by using 6-311G(2d,2p)+f/d basis set and those by 6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d basis set.
Namely, the effect of adding polarization functions for BH3- is considered to be sufficiently
converged at 6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d basis set.
For CH3 ( See Figs. 5.2(c) and 5.2(d) ), the electron-correlation dependencies of J by using
the basis sets are shown to be similar to each other. The augmentations of diffuse and
polarization functions are shown to enhance electron-correlation effect on J of CH3 ( See
Fig.5.2(c) ). On the other hand, the augmentations of inner polarization d/p functions to the
extended 6-311G+f/d basis set are shown to reduce the electron-correlation effect on J of CH3
( See Fig.5.2(d) ). Such reduction of electron-correlation effect on J for CH3 is considered to be
innegligible. Namely, the use of both diffuse f/d function and inner polarization d/p functions
are found to be indispensable for reproducing reliable J.
As shown in Figs. 5.2(e) and 5.2(f), the magnitudes of J for NH3+ by using extended basis
sets are shown to be larger than those by using standard 6-311G basis set at all
electron-correlation levels. However, as shown in Fig.5.2(e), the variation in J of NH3+ for the
electron-correlation methods is considered to depend on the types of extended basis sets used.
For example, the J of NH3+ obtained using 6-311G+d/p basis set at the MPn and the CC levels
are smaller than those at the HF level, while the J using 6-311G+f/d basis set at the CC levels are
larger than those at the HF level. However, the variations in J of NH3+ by using 6-311G+f/d,
6-311G+pf/sd and 6-311G+df/pd are similar to each other. Namely, the electron-correlation
dependencies of J for NH3+ using the extended basis sets augmented by diffuse and polarization
p/s or d/p functions to the extended 6-311G+f/d basis set are considered to be almost same as the
electron-correlation dependency using 6-311G+f/d basis set. On the contrary, as shown in
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Fig.5.2(f), the electron correlation-dependencies of J for NH3+ using the extended basis sets
augmented inner polarization d/f functions to the 6-311G+f/d basis set are shown to be quite
different from each other. Namely, the use of the extended basis sets, e.g., 6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d
is considered to be essential for describing the electronic states of NH3+, so that the basis set
dependency of J for NH3+ is shown to be enormously large.

However, electron-correlation

dependency of J for NH3 is shown to be small by using the 6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d basis set.
Namely, this basis set is presumed to compensate deficiency in electron-correlation correction at
the lower-order levels.
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Fig.5.2. Variations in theJxxxx of three-center radicals ( (a) and (b) BH3-; (c) and
(d) CH3; (e) and (f) NH3+ ) for various basis sets and electron correlation
methods.
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Jading from the basis-set dependencies of the Jxxxxfor radicals, the 6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d basis set is
expected to provide precisely Jxxxxfor each radicals at all electron-correlation levels, so that the
6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d is used in the following discussion on the electron-correlation dependencies
of the Jxxxxfor each radicals.

5.1.2.2. Electron-correlation dependency
As shown in Fig.5.2, there are remarkable differences in the magnitude and
electron-correlation dependence of Jxxxx for the radicals.

The |Jxxxx| of BH3- is found to be the

largest and |Jxxxx| of NH3+ is also found to be the smallest. As shown in Fig.5.2 (a), a
remarkable electron-correlation dependency is observed for BH3-. All the MPn methods
provide large negative Jxxxx for BH3-, while CC methods provide positive Jxxxx. Namely,
higher-order electron correlation methods, i.e., CCSD method at least, are found to be
indispensable for obtaining a reliable Jxxxx of BH3-.

As shown in Fig.5.2(b), electron-correlation

effect on the Jxxxx of CH3 is not small. However, electron-correlation effect beyond the MP2
level is considered to be relatively small. The electron-correlation dependence of NH3+ is
obviously small as shown in Fig.5.2 (c). It is found from these results that electron-correlation
dependence of Jxxxx is mainly determined by charged states for these radicals.
The remarkable electron-correlation dependence ofJxxxxfor BH3- is considered to originate in
the SRIP ( see Fig.5.1(a) ) contribution to the ground state of BH3-. However, the sign
ofJxxxxfor BH3- at the CCSD(T) level is shown to be positive.

If the SRIP of BH3- contributed

significantly to the ground state, BH3- would have negativeJxxxx. Therefore, SRIP contribution
for BH3- is considered not to be so large. This implies that the resonant structures are not so
stable. As can be seen from Fig.5.1, it is presumed that the resonant structures of SRIP for CH3
and NH3+ are unstable and then the SRIP contributions become smaller compared with the case
of BH3-.
5.1.2.3. J density analysis
Figures 5.3 - 5.5 show the result ofJxxxxdensity analysis for the radicals by using HF, MP2,
QCISD and B3LYP methods. All the J density distributions are obtained using extended
6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d ( Figs. 5.3(b), 5.4(b) and 5.5(b) ) basis set. A plane at which
theJxxxxdensities are drawn is located at 1.0 a.u. above the molecular plane.
As shown in Fig.5.3, all the Jxxxx density distribution patterns of BH3- are similar to each other,
except for the case at the MP2 level ( See Fig.5.3(b) ). Namely, inner regions of Jxxxx density
exhibit negative contribution, while outer regions exhibit dominant positive contributions. The

Jxxxx density distribution pattern of BH3- obtained by MP2 method is shown to be reversed. This
Jxxxx density distribution obtained using MP2 method is considered to reflect the lower-order
electron-correlation effect on the Jxxxx of BH3-. Namely, electron-correlation effect at the MPn
level is considered to enhance negative contribution for the Jxxxx of BH3-. In comparison with
the J density distribution of BH3- at the HF level, the outer J density regions at the QCISD level
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are shown to reduce ( See Fig.5.3(c) ).

Namely, the electron-correlation effect at the QCISD

levels is shown to decrease the positive contribution of BH3-, so that the magnitude of J for BH3is shown to decrease. As shown in Fig.5.3(d), the J density distribution of BH3- obtained using
B3LYP method is shown to more similar to those using QCISD method than HF method.
Therefore, the B3LYP method is considered to be close to the QCISD method in
electron-correlation effect on J for BH3-.
Figure 5.4 shows the J density distribution of CH3. In comparison with the J density
distribution of CH3 at the HF level ( See Fig.5.4(a) ), the electron-correlation effect at the MP2
level on the J density distribution is shown to enhance the outer J density region, which provides
positive contribution to total J, so that the magnitude of J is shown to increase. Judging from
the J density distribution of CH3 at the QCISD level ( See Fig.5.4(c) ), there is no great
difference in the electron correlation effects on J density of CH3 at the MP2 and QCISD levels.
This result is considered to be much agreement with the electron-correlation dependency of CH3
( See Fig.5.3(b) ). As shown in Fig.5.4(d), the J density distribution of CH3 obtained using
B3LYP method is similar to those using QCISD method. Namely, the electron-correlation
effect on J of CH3 at the B3LYP level is considered to be much similar to that at the QCISD
level.
Figure 5.5 shows the J density distribution of NH3+.

All the distributions are much similar

to each other. Namely, the electron-correlation effects hardly change the J density distribution
of NH3+. This result is considered to be in good agreement with that for NH3+ ( See
Fig.5.3(c) ).
As can be seen from the J density distributions of the radicals at the QCISD level ( See
Figures 5.3(c), 5.4(c) and 5.5(c) ), there is no great difference in the distribution patterns.
Although the Jxxxx density distribution patterns are similar to each other, an essential difference in
the Jxxxx density distributions is observed in their magnitudes.

Namely, the dominant Jxxxx

density region of BH3 , which has the largest |Jxxxx|, is considered to be much larger than that of
-

NH3+, which has the smallest |Jxxxx|. Apparently, this feature reflects the fact that the anion
radical has an extended charge distribution, while the cation radical has a small charge
distribution. It can be concluded from the present study that the difference in Jxxxx density
distributions sensitively reflects the difference in the charge distributions and the degree of SRIP
contributions.
It is found that magnitude, signs and electron-correlation dependencies of J for one-center
radicals sensitively reflect the difference in the charge distributions and the degree of SRIP
contribution. Namely, the anion radical ( BH3- ) is found to have a positive J at high-order
electron-correlation level, though it is considered to somewhat have SRIP contribution. This
suggests that SRIP contribution in BH3- is significantly reduced due to strong Coulomb repulsion
in the resonance structures, and that an excess electron in BH3- enhances the positive contribution
originating in the virtual excitation processes involving high-lying excited states.
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(a) HF/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

(c) QCISD/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 1760000 a.u.

Jxxxx = 791000 a.u.

(b) MP2/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = -1730000 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d Jxxxx = 1000000 a.u.

Fig.5.3. Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for BH3-.
Contours are drawn from -100.0 to 100.0 a.u.. Lighter areas represent the
spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values. The white regions correspond to
those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 100.0 a.u., while the black regions correspond to
those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -100.0 a.u.
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(a) HF/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 361 a.u.

(b) MP2/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 498 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 480 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 791 a.u.

Fig.5.4. Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for CH3.
Contours are drawn from -1.0 to 1.0 a.u.. Lighter areas represent the
spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white regions

correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 1.0 a.u., while the black
regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -1.0 a.u.
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(a) HF/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 37.5 a.u.

(b) MP2/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 36.4 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 40.4 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G(3d,3p)+f/d

Jxxxx = 49.4 a.u.

Fig.5.5. Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for NH3+.
Contours are drawn from -0.10 to 0.10 a.u.. Lighter areas represent the
spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white regions

correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 0.10 a.u., while the black
regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -0.10 a.u.
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5.2.

Second hyperpolarizabilities of three-center radicals

In the previous section, it is found that magnitude, signs and electron-correlation
dependencies of J for one-center radicals sensitively reflect the difference in the charge
distributions and the degree of SRIP contribution. In this section, to further develop nature of J
for open-shell systems and SRIP contribution, we investigate the J for novel iso-electronic small
radicals, i.e., BH(CH2)2-, CH(CH2)2 and NH(CH2)2+. They are referred to as three-center
radicals.
Fig.5.6 shows the SRIP of three-center radicals. As shown in Fig.5.6, CH(CH2)2 is not
expected to have large SRIP contribution by the destabilization of the resonance structures due to
the charge separation, while BH(CH2)2- and NH(CH2)2+ are expected to have large SRIP
contributions. However, judging from the case of one-center anion radical, the SRIP
contribution in BH(CH2)2- is predicted to be considerably reduced and an excess electron in
BH(CH2)2- tends to enhance the positive contribution ( given by J(I) ).
is predicted to be positive.

Thus, the Jxxxx of BH(CH2)2-

As a result, only NH(CH2)2+ is expected to have a negative Jxxxx.

5.2.1. Calculation methods and molecular geometries
The three-center radicals are assumed to be planar structures in order to clarify the
contribution of S electron to the J. Figure 5.7 shows the geometry of three-center radicals.
The geometries of three-center radicals are optimized by using the B3LYP method with
6-311G(2d,2p) basis set.
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Fig.5.6. Symmetric resonance structures with inversible polarization (SRIP) for (a) BH(CH2)2-,
(b) CH(CH2)2 and (c) NH(CH2)2+.
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Fig.5.7. Molecular geometries of three-center radicals ( (a) BH(CH2)2-, (b)
CH(CH2)2 and (c) NH(CH2)2+ ) optimized using B3LYP method with
6-311G(2d,2p).
It is well known that an augmentation of diffuse and polarization functions to standard basis
sets is necessary for obtaining qualitatively reliable J value, especially for small systems.
Therefore, we investigate basis set dependence of J for three-center radicals. We use the
standard 6-311G and 6-311G(d,p) basis sets and extended basis sets ( See Table 1 ).
The effects of electron correlation on the J are examined by the MPn, coupled-cluster CC and
QCI

methods.

We confine our attention to longitudinal components of J, i.e., Jxxxx, of

three-center radicals since relations among Jxxxx and the resonance structures with polarization in
the longitudinal direction are primarily considered. The Jxxxx is calculated by Eq.(A.6). In
order to avoid numerical errors, we use several minimum field strengths. After numerical
differentiations using these fields, we adopt a numerically stable Jxxxx, which is found to be
obtained by using fields 0.002 a.u. for these systems.

5.2.2. Results and discussion
5.2.2.1

Basis set dependency

Figure 5.8 shows basis sets and electron-correlation dependencies of Jxxxx for the three-center
radicals. As shown in Fig.5.8(a), the augmentation of diffuse and polarization functions is
found to remarkably enhance the electron-correlation effect on Jxxxx of BH(CH2)2-, as especially
shown at the higher-order electron-correlation levels, i.e., CC and QCISD levels. Namely, the
signs of Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2- obtained using extended basis set are found to be positive as well as
those using standard basis set at all MPn levels, while at the CC and QCI levels the Jxxxx values
using extended and standard basis sets are found to be positive and negative, respectively.
As shown in Fig.5.8 (b), the value of Jxxxx for CH(CH2)2 obtained using extended basis set is
much larger than that using standard basis set at all electron-correlation levels, though both the
calculation methods using extended and standard basis sets provide positive Jxxxx.

Namely, the

effect of the augmentation of diffuse and polarization function to the Jxxxx for the neutral radical,
i.e., CH(CH2)2, is shown to be innegligible.

In contrast, for the Jxxxx of NH(CH2)2+, the calculation
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methods using standard and extended basis sets provide almost the same values at all
electron-correlation levels ( See Fig.5.8(c) ).
The difference in basis set dependencies of Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2- and NH(CH2)2+ is considered to
reflect the difference in charged states of the radicals. Since a charge distribution region of the
anion radical ( BH(CH2)2- ) is considered to be larger than that of the cation radical ( NH(CH2)2+ ),
the augmentation of diffuse and polarization functions is considered to be more important for the

J of BH(CH ) than for NH(CH ) .
xxxx

2 2

-

2 2

+

Based on the above results, the results calculated using 6-311G+f/d basis set are employed in
the following discussion on electron-correlation dependencies of Jxxxx for the three-center
radicals.
5.2.2.2. Electron-correlation dependency
As shown in Fig.5.8(a), a remarkable electron-correlation dependence is observed for
BH(CH2)2-. All the MPn methods provide negative Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2-, while CC and QCISD
methods provide large positive Jxxxx.

Although such remarkable electron-correlation

dependencies of Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2- seem to suggest the existence of SRIP contributions, the
higher-order electron-correlation methods are found to provide large positive Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2-.
This indicates that the positive contribution of Jxxxx ( J(III) ) for BH(CH2)2- exceeds the negative
contribution of the Jxxxx ( J(II) ) at the higher-order electron-correlation levels. This situation is
considered to be achieved by the decrease in the |J(II)| and increase in the |J(III)|. The decrease in
|J(II)| is considered to be caused by the reduction of SRIP contribution owing to strong Coulomb
repulsion in the resonance structures as in the case of BH3-. The large J(III) contribution of Jxxxx for
BH(CH2)2- is presumed to reflect the large charge distribution, which enhances the contribution of
higher-order virtual excitation process. This presumption is also considered to be supported by
the basis set dependency of Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2- ( See Fig.5.8(a) ). Namely, the signs of Jxxxx
obtained using extended basis set, which is necessary for sufficiently describing the extent of
charge distribution for the anion radical, is shown to be positive, though the Jxxxx obtained using
standard basis set is shown to be negative at the higher-order electron-correlation levels.
As shown in Fig.5.8(b), the sign of Jxxxx for CH(CH2)2 is positive and the electron-correlation
effect on the Jxxxx beyond the MP2 level is relatively small. Both the positive sign and small
electron-correlation dependency of Jxxxx for CH(CH2)2 coincide with our prediction. Namely,
the charge separation of SRIP for CH(CH2)2 is considered to have small contribution to the
ground state.
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Fig.5.8. Variations in theJxxxx of three-center radicals ( (a) BH(CH2)2-, (b)
CH(CH2)2 and (c) NH(CH2)2+ ) for various basis sets and electron
correlation methods.
The signs of Jxxxx for NH(CH2)2+ at the MPn levels are negative similarly to the case of
BH(CH2)2- ( See Fig.5.8(c) ). On the other hand, the Jxxxx of NH(CH2)2+ remains negative at the
higher-order electron-correlation levels.

This indicates that the J(II) contribution in NH(CH2)2+

exceeds the J(III) contribution at the higher-order electron-correlation levels. This features also
coincides with our prediction based on the large SRIP contribution for NH(CH2)2+.

5.2.2.3. Second hyperpolarizability density analysis
Figures 5.9 - 5.11 show the results of U(3)xxx(r) analysis for the three-center radicals obtained
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by using HF, QCISD and B3LYP methods. As shown in Fig.5.9(a) and (b), the U(3)xxx(r)
distributions of BH(CH2)2- at the HF level have same distribution pattern. Namely, the inner

U(3)xxx(r) regions are shown to have negative contribution to the total Jxxxx of BH(CH2)2- and the
outer U(3)xxx(r) regions are shown to have positively dominant contribution. In comparison with
the standard basis set, the U(3)xxx(r) regions using extended basis set are shown to be enlarged.
Namely, the magnitude of U(3)xxx(r) using extended basis set is considered to be enhanced by
augmentation of diffuse and polarization f/d functions. This difference in magnitude of Jxxxx
densities for BH(CH2)2- is considered to be in good agreement with the large basis set
dependency of Jxxxx for BH(CH2)2-. As shown in Fig.5.9(c), the U(3)xxx(r) distribution pattern at
the QCISD level is shown to be similar to those at the HF level. However, the outer U(3)xxx(r)
region obtained using QCISD method is shown to expand, while the inner U(3)xxx(r) regions are
also shown to expand. The difference in U(3)xxx(r) distribution of BH(CH2)2- at the HF and
QCISD levels is considered to correspond to the difference in the Jxxxx magnitudes.

U(3)xxx(r)

The

-

distribution of BH(CH2)2 using B3LYP method is shown to be dissimilar to those
obtained using QCISD and HF methods. Namely, the electronic states described using B3LYP
method is considered to be incorrect.
Figure 5.10 shows the U(3)xxx(r) distribution of CH(CH2)2. As shown in Figs. 5.10(a) and (b),
there is no noticeable difference in the U(3)xxx(r) distributions of CH(CH2)2 between using
standard and extended basis sets at the HF level. Namely, the U(3)xxx(r) of CH(CH2)2 are shown
to provide positive contribution to the total Jxxxx.

Similarly to the case of BH(CH2)2-, using the

extended basis set is shown to only change the size of U(3)xxx(r) for CH(CH2)2.

U(3)xxx(r)

The size of

U(3)xxx(r)

region. It is also find that there is no great difference in the
distribution
pattern of CH(CH2)2 between at the HF level and at the QCISD level ( See Figs. 5.10(b) and (c) ).
Namely, the electron-correlation effect on U(3)xxx(r) distribution of CH(CH2)2 is considered to be
small. This result is considered to be in good agreement with the prediction using SRIP
contribution for ground state of CH(CH2)2. As shown in Fig.5.10(d), the U(3)xxx(r) distribution
of CH(CH2)2 using B3LYP method resembles those using QCISD method. Unlike the case of
BH(CH2)2-, therefore, B3LYP method can reproduce the reliable U(3)xxx(r) distribution of
CH(CH2)2.
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(a) HF/6-311G

Jxxxx = 5790 a.u.

(b) HF/6-311G+f/d

(c) QCISD/6-311G+f/d Jxxxx = 50200 a.u.

Jxxxx = 43800 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G+f/d Jxxxx = 60000 a.u.

Fig.5.9. Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for
BH(CH2)2-.

Contours are drawn from -10.0 to 10.0 a.u.. Lighter areas

represent the spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white

regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 10.0 a.u., while the
black regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -10.0 a.u.
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(a) HF/6-311G

Jxxxx = 1790 a.u.

(b) HF/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 3000 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 3950 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 3760 a.u.

Fig.5.10. Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for
CH(CH2)2.

Contours are drawn from -10.0 to 10.0 a.u.. Lighter areas

represent the spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white

regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 10.0 a.u., while the
black regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -10.0 a.u.
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(a) HF/6-311G

Jxxxx = 3140 a.u.

(b) HF/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = 3390 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = -361 a.u.

(d) B3LYP/6-311G+f/d

Jxxxx = -419 a.u.

Fig.5.11.Contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane for
NH(CH2)2+.

Contours are drawn from -10.0 to 10.0 a.u.. Lighter areas

represent the spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white

regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 10.0 a.u., while the
black regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -10.0 a.u.
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We hardly find difference in the U(3)xxx(r) distributions of NH(CH2)2+ between using standard
and extended basis sets at the HF level ( See Fig.5.11(a) and (b) ). This result is considered to
accord with the small basis-set dependency of Jxxxx value for NH(CH2)2+. In contrast, the
electron-correlation effect on the U(3)xxx(r) distribution of NH(CH2)2+ is shown to be enormously
large. Although there are only two U(3)xxx(r) regions, which provide positive contribution to the

Jxxxx of NH(CH2)2+, at the HF level ( See Fig.5.11(b) ), the negative contribution regions appear
at the QCISD level ( Fig.5.11(c) ). The negative contribution regions are considered to provide
dominant contribution to the total Jxxxx of NH(CH2)2+, though the outer and inner U(3)xxx(r) regions
provide relatively small positive contribution to the total Jxxxx.

Obviously, this negative

contribution is considered to originate in the large SRIP contribution, which enhances the J(II)
contribution. The U(3)xxx(r) distribution pattern of NH(CH2)2+ using B3LYP method ( See
Fig.5.11(d) ) is shown to be quite dissimilar to those obtained using QCISD method ( See
Fig.5.11(c) ), while the Jxxxx values using QCISD and B3LYP methods seem to coincide to each
other in their signs and magnitudes. Therefore, B3LYP method is considered to be able to
reproduce reliable electronic states of NH(CH2)2+, in contrast to the case of BH(CH2)2.

5.3. Concluding remarks
It is found from the present study that an augmentation of diffuse and polarization function is
essential for reproducing the reliable J of one- and three-center radicals, especially for the anion
radical. It is also found that the J of charged radicals, except for NH3+, exhibit remarkable
electron-correlation dependencies, which can be predicted based on the SRIP contributions for
the radicals. As expected from our structure-property correlation rule using SRIP contribution,
the values of Jxxxx for the anion and cation radicals are found to be large positive and small
negative in sign, respectively. It is also found from the hyperpolarizability density analysis that
the difference in the signs and magnitudes of the Jxxxx for one- and three-center radicals reflect the
difference in their charge distributions.
It is concluded that the J values of iso-electronic one- and three-canter radicals sensitively
reflect the features of the charge distributions and the degree of SRIP contributions as follows:
First, the large charge distribution in anion radicals is considered to enhance the contribution of

J(III). Therefore, the J(III) is shown to far exceed the J(II) contribution, although the anion radical
have somewhat SRIP contribution to the ground state. This is considered to be caused by the
fact that the strong Coulomb repulsion by the excess electron in the SRIP for the anion radical
systems leads to reduce the SRIP contribution, while the excess electron in the extended region
contribute to the enhancement of J(III). Second, the charge polarization structure of SRIP in
neutral radicals is considered to have slight contributions to the ground states of the neutral
radicals. Therefore, the J(III) contributions of the neutral radicals are shown to exceed the J(II)
contributions. Third, the defect of charge in three-center cation radical is considered to enhance
the SRIP contribution. Therefore the J(II) contribution is shown to exceed the J(III) contribution, so
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that the three-center cation radical ( NH(CH2) 2+ ) exhibits negative J. However, the magnitude
of the J for NH(CH2) 2+ is small, since the distribution of charge is restricted to small region.
Judging from the results in this study, the magnitude of J for cation radicals is presumed to be
small even if the sign of J is negative.

On the other hand, anion radicals are also presumed to

tend to have positive J. However, if charge polarization structure of a neutral radical
sufficiently contribute to the ground state, it is expected that the neutral radical have large
negative J. In the next chapter, J of a neutral radical, which expected to have large SRIP
contribution, is examined.
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Chapter 6

The second hyperpolarizability of a
neutral five-center radical

In chapter 5, it is found that J values of the small radicals sensitively reflect the degree of
SRIP contributions and are influenced by features of each charged state. In the one-center
radicals only the anion radical ( BH3- ) is predicted to have SRIP contribution. However, the
excess electron of BH3- is considered to decrease the SRIP contribution and increase the J(III)
contribution, so that BH3- is found to have negative J. In the three-center radicals, the SRIP's of
anion radical ( BH(CH2)2- ) and the cation radical ( NH(CH2)2+ ) seem to stabilize the ground
states of the radicals.

However, the J of BH(CH2)2- is found to be positive similarly to BH3-,

since the existence of excess electron is considered to cause a reduction of J(II) and an
enhancement of J(III) of BH(CH2)2-. Although the J of NH(CH2)2+ is found to be negative, the
magnitude of J is relatively small since the charge distribution is restricted to small spatial region.
In both three- and one- center radicals, the neutral radicals ( CH3 and CH(CH2)2 ) are predicted to
have small SRIP contribution because of the instability of their charge polarization structures.
However, if such SRIP including charge separation is realized by stabilizing these structures, the
neutral radical will have large negative J.

In chapter 4, it is found that the charge polarization

of nitroxide group in H2NO play an important role in the J of H2NO. In this chapter, therefore,

J of a neutral five-center radical, i.e., nitronyl nitroxide radical
the
2
( N -oxidoformamidin-N1-yloxyl radical; NN ) [110,111], which involve two nitroxide group
symmetrically, is investigated.
First, the basis-set and dynamical electron-correlation dependencies of the J for NN are
investigated by using the ab initio MO methods, i.e., HF, MPn, QCI and CC methods [110].
The hyperpolarizability density analysis is also employed.
Next, non-dynamical
electron-correlation dependency of J for NN is examined by using CAS-SCF method [111].
Finally, an availability of the DFT approaches for calculation of J for NN is examined using the
second hyperpolarizability density analysis [111].
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6.1.

Calculation methods and molecular geometry

Figure 6.1 shows the molecular geometry and a coordinate system of NN radical optimized by
the MP2 method using the 6-311G** basis set. The experimental geometry data are not
available for this molecule.
The purpose of our study is to obtain a qualitative
electron-correlation and basis-set dependence and the sign of J for NN, which satisfies our
structure-property correlation rule. Although the geometry optimized by the MP2 method may
not be in good agreement with the unobserved experimental geometry, the obtained geometry
satisfies the structure-property correlation rule and is considered to be sufficient for our purpose.
Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding resonance structures for the NN radical. As shown in
Fig.6.2, this molecule involves two nitroxide groups ( N-O㺃 ) arranged symmetrically.

In the

resonance structures, this characteristic structure leads to a transfer of the radical spin and charge
from one side to the other side of the NO group. Such resonance structure ( SRIP ) implies an
important contribution to the stability of the ground state of this system. Namely, the sign of

Jxxxx, the component of the J in the direction of the O-N-C-N-O unit, is expected to be negative.
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Fig.6.1. Molecular geometry and the coordinate system of nitronyl nitroxide
radical optimized by UMP2 method using 6-311G** basis set.
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Fig.6.2. Symmetric resonance structures with inversible polarization ( SRIP ) for
nitronyl nitroxide radical.
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Firstly, the basis-set dependence of the Jxxxx is investigated by applying the standard ( minimal
(STO-3G), split-valence (6-31G) ) and extended basis sets augmented by diffuse and polarization
functions ( p and d ), which are known to be essential for reproducing semi-quantitative J for
organic S-conjugated systems. It is noted that diffuse s-type functions are involved, since we
use diffuse six-memberd d type functions. The extended basis sets are given in Table 4.1.
These exponents were all determined from the outermost two exponents of 6-31G by an
even-tempered method. Secondly, the effects of electron correlations on the J were examined
by the MP2, MP3, MP4DQ, MP4SDQ, MP4SDTQ, CCD ( =QCID ), QCISD, CCSD and
CCSD(T) methods.
The Jxxxx of NN calculated by Eq.(A.6)

From the Jxxxx values calculated using several

minimum field strengths ( F ) from 0.0005 to 0.005 a.u, the numerically stable Jxxxx is adopted.
x

Numerically stable Jxxxx values were found to be obtained by using fields of around 0.0015 au.
The systems with SRIP have two symmetric resonating structures with large contributions to
the ground state of the systems. Therefore the electronic structures of the systems with SRIP
cannot be well described by using a single determinant alone. The problems related to the
breakdown of a single-configuration approximation can be efficiently treated by using
multi-configuration wavefunctions. The CAS-SCF method uses configurations generated in the
active orbital space. In this study, the CAS-SCF calculations using 7 S-electrons in the 5 Sy
type molecular orbitals obtained by the restricted open-shell HF ( ROHF ) calculation ( See
Fig.6.3), which is referred to as the CAS-SCF(7,5), is examined to provide the J of NN. Since
the split-valence basis set and extended basis sets augmented by diffuse and polarization
functions are used, there are other 5 Sy type valence orbitals arising from the outer p functions.
Therefore, the CAS-SCF calculation by using 7 S-electrons in the 5 inner and 5 outer Sy type
ROHF molecular orbitals. This CAS-SCF calculation is referred to as the CAS-SCF(7,10), is
also performed.
As mention in chapter 4, however, the BLYP method does not well describe the second
hyperpolarizabilities for the nitroxide radical, though they can well reproduce them at the QCISD
level for formaldehyde. In chapter 5, however, the B3LYP method can reproduce the reliable J
density distributions for neutral radicals. In this chapter, therefore, we use the BLYP and B3LYP
methods for the calculation of J.
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Eigan values
1.26533
1.23373

Outer-

Sy

0.93001
0.92535
0.71958

0.11862
-0.11033

Inner-

Sy

-0.35096

-0.58949
-0.67399

Fig.6.3. ROHF molecular orbitals for the active spaces used in the CAS-SCF (7,5) calculations.
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6.2.

Results and discussion

6.2.1. Basis Set Dependence of Jxxxx.
Fig.6.4 shows variations in Jxxxx of the NN radical for different basis sets and
electron-correlation methods. This figure indicates that the minimal ( STO-3G ) and standard
split-valence ( 6-31G ) basis sets cannot provide a sufficient magnitude of Jxxxx. In contrast,
extended basis sets ( 6-31G+p and 6-31G+d ) are shown to significantly increase the magnitudes
of Jxxxx.

The 6-31G+pd basis set is found to provide similar electron correlation dependences to

those at the 6-31G+p and 6-31G+d basis sets, though the magnitudes of Jxxxx at the 6-31G+pd are
slightly enhanced. Therefore, we consider that the 6-31G+pd basis set can provide a qualitative
description of the dependence of Jxxxx on the various electron correlation effects. This feature is
similar to those of other closed-shell conjugated organic systems. This basis-set dependence
was investigated using the hyperpolarizability densities for the results by using 6-31G and
6-31G+pd at the HF level. In the following discussion concerning the electron-correlation
dependence of Jxxxx, the Jxxxx calculated using the most extended basis set, 6-31G+pd, are used.
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x10

STO-3G
6-31G
6-31G+p
6-31G+d
6-31G+pd

J xxxx / a.u.

10
5
0

-5
HF MP2 MP3 MP4 MP4 MP4 CC QCI CC CC
DQ SDQ SDTQ D SD SD SD(T)

Method

Fig.6.4. Variations in the Jxxxx of nitronyl nitroxide radical for various basis sets
and electron correlation methods.
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6.2.2

Dynamical-electron-correlation dependence of Jxxxx.

As shown in Fig.6.4, a remarkable electron correlation dependence of the Jxxxx is observed.
The HF method provides a large negative Jxxxx, while the D effects by the MP2 method change
the sign and enhance the magnitude of Jxxxx by the HF method. The D effects by the MP3
method decrease Jxxxx by the MP2 method. The D and Q effects involved in the MP4 method
are found to provide only a slight positive contribution to the Jxxxx.

A comparison between the

CCD and MP4DQ Jxxxx indicates that the correlation effects originating from the higher-order D
beyond the fourth-order are not important. The S and T effects involved in the MP4 method
decrease Jxxxx. Particularly, the S effects involved in the CCSD method remarkably decrease
CCD Jxxxx and then reverse its sign. This feature implies that the contribution from the
higher-order S effects beyond the fourth-order is indispensable for a reliable description of the

Jxxxx for this system. The QCISD method cannot satisfactorily reproduce Jxxxx by the CCSD
method, though its approximation level is generally considered to be similar to that of the latter
method. However, the sign of Jxxxx by the QCISD method coincides with that by the CCSD
method, and is thus considered to be a good approximation of that by the CCSD method. The

Jxxxx by the CCSD(T) method is shown to be nearly equal to that by the CCSD method.
Therefore, Jxxxx by the CCSD method seems to be sufficiently converged.

6.2.3 Non-dynamical electron correlation effects on J
As shown in Table 6.1, we obtained Jxxxx values by the CAS-SCF calculations using two
kinds of active spaces, i.e., (7,5) and (7,10). Although we further performed the CAS-SCF
calculations using other kinds of active spaces including S-electron effects, these calculations fail
to obtain the sufficient converged results. These failures are presumed to be caused by cutting
off the active space in an imbalanced manner.
Table 6.1 Jxxxx values [a.u.] calculated by the CAS-SCF and CCSD(T) methods using 6-31G,
6-31G+p, 6-31G+d and 6-31G+pd basis sets.*)
Method
CAS-SCF(7,5)
CAS-SCF(7,10)
UCCSD(T)
*)

6-31G
-1160000
-155000
-21000

6-31G+p
6-31G+d
-5360000
-6440000
not converged -259000
-67800
-75600

6-31G+pd
-7350000
-288000
-65600

In the CAS-SCF(7,5), we choose the 5 Sy type molecular orbitals obtained by the
restricted open-shell HF ( ROHF ) for 7 S-electrons as the active space, while in the
CAS-SCF(7,10) we used further 5 Sy type valence orbitals arising from the outer p
functions of split-valence basis sets.
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In order to estimate the quality of the Jxxxx by using the CAS-SCF calculations, we compare
the Jxxxx by the CAS-SCF methods with that by the CCSD(T) method, which are considered to
provide the most reliable Jxxxx value in this study. It is found that the CAS-SCF methods
provide larger |Jxxxx| than those at CCSD(T) level. It is further found that the augmentation of
diffuse and polarization functions enhance this negative contribution. As seen from the
comparison of the |Jxxxx| obtained by the CAS-SCF(7,10) calculation with those by the
CAS-SCF(7,5) calculation, the negative contributions decrease when larger active spaces are
used. However, the larger active space, i.e., (7,10), is considered to be still insufficient for
providing the Jxxxx at CCSD(T) level, since the |Jxxxx| obtained by CAS-SCF(7,10) calculations are
much larger than those by CCSD(T) method. Therefore, a further expansion of the active space
is considered to be necessary for providing reliable Jxxxx.

There are two approaches to the

expansion of active space: the inclusion of only S orbitals and the inclusion of both S and V
orbitals. However, judging from computer resources we access to presently, it is difficult to
perform the CAS-SCF calculations with such larger size of active space.

6.2.4. Analysis of spatial contributions to Jxxxx by the hyperpolarizability density.
In order to elucidate the relationships among the spatial contributions of electrons, the basis
set and electron-correlation dependencies of Jxxxx, the Jxxxx density ( U(3)xxx(r) ) plots were
investigated. Fig.6.5 gives contour plots of U(3)xxx(r) on the Vv+1 a.u. plane of the NN radical
shown in Fig.6.1.
From the plots of U(3)xxx(r) by the HF method ( Figs.6.5(a) and (b) ), diffuse p and d functions
are not shown to change the qualitative spatial contributions of electrons to the Jxxxx, except for
their size differences. As can be seen from all of the U(3)xxx(r) plots, the U(3)xxx(r) mainly
contributing to the Jxxxx are distributed along the bond region of the O-N-C-N-O unit. This
implies that a charge fluctuation in the bond region of the O-N-C-N-O unit predominantly
determines the features of Jxxxx.

This is in contrast to the usual case for a neutral closed-shell

S-conjugated system, where the contributions to J from expanded regions remote from the bond
regions are dominant.
The tendency of the distribution of the U(3)xxx(r)'s at the HF and QCISD levels is found to be
dramatically different from that at other levels, and therefore the distribution of U(3)xxx(r) can be
classified into two types. The first type ( type A ) includes the U(3)xxx(r) by the HF and QCISD
methods, and the second type ( type B ) includes the U(3)xxx(r) by the MP2, MP3, MP4DQ,
MP4SDQ and CCD methods. As shown in Fig.6.5, Jxxxx of type A are negative, while those of
type B are positive. A common feature of both types is that contributions from the vicinity of
the (D-)carbon atom ( in the O-N-C-N-O skeleton ) are appreciably small, or can be negligible,
so that the Jxxxx are contributed primarily from the vicinity of the NO groups on the left- and
right-hand sides. For type A, it is surprising that there is no difference between the feature of
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distribution of U(3)xxx(r) at the HF level and that at the QCISD level. The contributions from the

U(3)xxx(r) in the vicinity of the N atoms in both NO groups are shown to be positive, while those
of the O atoms in both NO groups are shown to be negative.

As can be seen from Eq. (2), the

U(3)xxx(r)

is more significant when the distance of the pair of U(3)xxx(r)
contribution from a pair of
is larger. In the present case, since the O-O distance is larger than the N-N distance, the total

Jxxxx is mainly determined by the contribution from both O atoms, and becomes negative. In
contrast, for type B, which mainly include the D or Q effects, the contributions from U(3)xxx(r)
distributed over the vicinity of the N atoms in both NO groups are shown to be negative, while
those of O atoms in both NO groups are shown to be positive, so that the total Jxxxx becomes
positive. As can be seen from the MP4DQ and MP4SDQ results, the S effects tend to decrease
|U(3)xxx(r)| in the O atom regions in both NO groups, so that Jxxxx at the MP4SDQ level becomes
smaller than that at the MP4DQ level. The distribution of Jxxxx at the CCD level is shown to
provide a positive Jxxxx similarly to that at the MP4DQ level. In contrast, the S effects involved
in the higher-order (beyond the fourth-order) perturbation methods are found to reverse the sign
of U(3)xxx(r) at the CCD level.

As a result, an inclusion of the D and Q effects up to

infinite-order cannot reproduce the qualitative features of the distributions of U(3)xxx(r) at the
QCISD level. It is also noteworthy for this system that the features of U(3)xxx(r) at the HF level
( Fig.6.5(b) ) is very similar to that at the QCISD level ( Fig.6.5(h) ). This suggests that a
cancellation among the S and DQ effects is qualitatively achieved at infinite-order. For this
system, an incomplete or unbalanced consideration of electron correlations will lead to incorrect
features of the sign and magnitude of the Jxxxx.
We consider the quality of the U(3)xxx(r) distributions calculated by the BLYP and B3LYP
methods in comparison with those calculated by QCISD method. As shown in Fig.6.6, there
are found to be two kinds of features in the U(3)xxx(r) distributions obtained by the DFT
approaches. First, large |U(3)xxx(r)| regions by using the DFT approaches are much smaller than
those by the QCISD method, while the distribution pattern of the sign of U(3)xxx(r) in the S-bond
regions are in good agreement with that by the QCISD method. This feature is considered to
reflect the small |Jxxxx| obtained by the DFT approaches.

Second, new U(3)xxx(r) regions, which

positively contribute to the Jxxxx, appear at the outside of S-bond region.

The positive

contribution from the outside of the S-bond, where the electron density is very small, is not
observed at the QCISD level. Therefore, we presume this positive contribution to be unreliable
and to be an evidence of the disadvantage of BLYP and B3LYP methods. In the chapter 4, we
pointed out that BLYP method cannot reproduce reliable U(3)xxx(r) at the bond region of nitroxide
radical. It is clear that this disadvantage of the DFT approach is not removed completely even
in the B3LYP method. In the U(3)xxx(r) plot obtained by B3LYP method, however, the large
|U(3)xxx(r)| regions of S-bond are shown to increase, while the |U(3)xxx(r)| regions outside of S-bond
are shown to decrease, compared to those by BLYP method. Since the B3LYP and BLYP
methods provide the negative and positive Jxxxx, respectively, the negative contribution
originating in S-electrons is considered to overcome the positive contribution from outside
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regions of S-bond.

Consequently, the effect of novel exchange-functional in the B3LYP

method is expected to improve the U(3)xxx(r) distribution. If the disadvantages observed here are
overcome, the DFT approach will be useful for providing the J for large-size radicals.

(a) HF/6-31G

Jxxxx = -102000 a.u.

(b) HF/6-31G+pd

(c)MP2/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = 1270000 a.u.

(d) MP3/6-31G+pd

(e) MP4DQ/6-31G+pd Jxxxx = 921000 a.u.

(g) CCD/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = -292000 a.u.

Jxxxx = 886000 a.u.

(f) MP4SDQ/6-31G+pd Jxxxx = 390000 a.u.

Jxxxx = 834000 a.u.

(h) QCISD/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = -271000 a.u.

Fig.6.5. Contour plots of Jxxxx densities on the Vv+1 a.u. plane of nitronyl nitroxide radical ( Fig. 1 ) and
Jxxxx for various calculation methods. Contours are drawn from -1250 to 1250 a.u. Lighter
areas represent the spatial regions with larger U(3)xxx(r) values. The white regions correspond to
those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 1250 a.u., while the black regions correspond to those with
U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -1250 a.u.
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(a) BLYP MP2/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = 2110 a.u.

(b) B3LYP/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = -666 a.u.

(c) QCISD/6-31G+pd

Jxxxx = -271000 a.u.

Fig.6.6. Contour plots of U(3)iii(r) distribution on the Vv + 1.0 a.u. plane of nitronyl
nitroxide radical by using the BLYP, B3LYP and QCISD methods.
Contours are drawn from -12.5 to 12.5 a.u.
spatial regions with larger

Lighter areas represent the

U(3)xxx(r) values.

The white regions

correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) larger than 12.5 a.u., while the black
regions correspond to those with U(3)xxx(r) smaller than -12.5 a.u.
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6.3.

Concluding remarks

It is found that there are some unique features of Jxxxx for the NN radical. First, it is found
that the neutral five-center radical, i.e., NN radical, have large negative J just we have expected.
As mentioned in chapter 4, the neutral one- and three-center radicals, i.e., CH3 and CH(CH2)2,
are shown to have positive J, since the electronic polarized structure in SRIP is considered to
scarcely contribute to the ground state. However, the electronic polarized structure of NN
radical ( See Fig.6.1 ) is expected to contribute to the ground state, since the electrons in
nitroxide groups ( NO• ) tend to fluctuate.

Second, it is found from the plots of U(3)xxx(r) that

Jxxxx is primarily determined by the electron fluctuations in the bond region of the O-N-C-N-O
unit.

This feature is different from the usual case, where the extended spatial region remote

from the bond region provides a dominant contribution to the J.
qualitatively good coincidence between

U(3)xxx(r)

The third unique feature is the

by the HF and QCISD methods. However,

this does not immediately imply a good convergence of U(3)xxx(r) by including low-order MP
electron correlations. Actually, the MP2, MP3 and MP4 methods cannot sufficiently
reproduce converged Jxxxx, even in the sign.
CCD and QCISD

U(3)xxx(r),

From a comparison among the MP4DQ, MP4SDQ,

a balanced inclusion of electron correlations with S and DQ effects

beyond the fourth-order is essential for obtaining at least the correct sign of Jxxxx. Judging from
the qualitative coincidence of the spatial distributions of U(3)xxx(r)'s at the HF and QCISD
methods, a cancellation among the S and DQ effects seems to be qualitatively achieved at the
infinite-order.
By using the hyperpolarizability density analysis, a dominant contribution to Jxxxx is found to
be determined by the electron fluctuation in the O-N-C-N-O unit, where the SRIP largely
contributes to the stability of the NN radical. As shown in the plot of the U(3)xxx(r) at the QCISD
level, the contributions from the vicinity of the N and O atoms on the left- and right-hand sides
are different in sign. Since the magnitude of the positive contribution from the N atom regions
both in NO groups is smaller than that of the negative contribution from the O atom regions both
in NO groups, the total Jzzzz is found to become negative.
Considering the sensitive electron fluctuation of the O-N-C-N-O radical unit, the high-order
nonlinear optical responses would be dramatically changed by adding subtle chemical and
physical perturbations. It is further expected from its attracting magnetic property that these
systems with NN radicals would be one of the feasible candidates of high-order magnetic and
optical systems in the future.
The multi-reference-based methods with small-size active space are found to be inferior to the
single-reference-based high-order correlation methods in the calculation of J for the system with
SRIP. In the case of using small active spaces, the |Jxxxx| at the CAS-SCF level are considered to
be much larger than that at CCSD(T) level. This indicates that the non-dynamical correlation
corrections included in the CAS-SCF methods using small active spaces cannot remarkably
improve the Jxxxx, compared to the case of dynamical correlation correction included in the
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CCSD(T) method. Although the |Jxxxx| become smaller in the case of larger active space, the use
of a large active space reduces the advantage of the CAS-SCF method. Alternative methods
including both high-order dynamical and non-dynamical correlation effects, e.g.,
multi-reference-based coupled-cluster ( MR-CC ), will be necessary for providing correct Jxxxx of
larger-size SRIP systems with plural radical sites.
It is also found that the DFT approaches cannot well reproduce the U(3)xxx(r) distribution at the
QCISD level of NN radical particularly in the outside region with low electron density.
However, the DF method has the advantage of treating large-size systems. If the improvement of
the DFT approach is achieved by sophisticating the exchange and correlation functional, DFT
approaches may be useful for the calculation of J for these open-shell systems with SRIP. As a
tentative attempt, a DFT approach with hybrid exchange functional will be effective for
reproducing QCISD and CCSD(T) J densities of a similar series of large size radical species.
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Chapter 7

Structure-property correlation in the
second hyperpolarizabilities J for
phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals

In the previous chapter, the main component of J for nitronyl nitroxide radical ( NN ) is found
to be large negative, and the main negative contribution is also found to originate in the electron
fluctuation confined in the bond region of the NN unit from the J density analysis.

The

mechanism of the electron fluctuation in the bond region also suggests a sensitivity of the J to
subtle changes in the structure.
The J of these compounds with SRIP have a possibility of being controlled by subtle chemical
and physical perturbations. The physical perturbation implies, for instance, an addition of
external magnetic fields, while the chemical perturbation implies the chemical modification, e.g.,
changes in the framework of the molecule and an introduction of substituent groups. In this
chapter, the effects of the chemical perturbation on the J for some phenyl nitronyl nitroxide
radical ( PNN ) compounds are investigated [112]. First, we examine the effects of the rotation
of the phenyl ring on the J. Second, we introduce some donor or acceptor groups into the
phenyl ring in the para position in order to investigate the variation in the electron fluctuation in
the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit.

The effects of the chemical perturbations on the J are

discussed in connection with the variations in the distributions of the charge and J densities on
the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit.
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7.1.

Calculated compounds

Figure 7.1 shows the structures of model compounds involving a symmetric nitronyl nitroxide
radical unit. The symbol X represents donor ( NH2 and CH3 ) and acceptor ( CHO and CN )
groups and H atom. The bond lengths and bond angles are determined from the substituted
phenyl ring structures optimized by the semiempirical MO ( PM3 ) method and the nitronyl
nitroxide radical structure optimized by the ab initio unrestricted Møller-Plesset second-order
( UMP2 ) method. The x direction of the compound is along the direction of the largest
polarization in the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit. The Jxxxx of PNN compounds considered to be
primarily determined by the contribution from the NN unit. In this study, therefore, we confine
our attention to the largest component Jxxxx.

In order to elucidate the effects of the electron

delocalization on the Jxxxx, the para-substituted phenyl ring is rotated from T = 0° ( corresponding
to the largest S-electron delocalization ) to 90° ( corresponding to non S-electron delocalization ).

O

N

a

N

C(a) - N = 1.481 Å
C(b) - N = 1.327
N - O = 1.282
҆C(a) - N - C(b) = 110.6
҆C(a) - N - O = 121.3
҆N - C(b) - N = 112.4

O

b

C(b) - C(c) =1.470 Å (X = H)
1.466 (X = NH2)
1.469 (X = CH3)
1.469 (X = CN)
1.470 (X = COOH)

z

c
x

C(d) - X =1.095 Å (X = H)
1.395 (X = NH2)
1.484 (X = CH3)
1.424 (X = CN)
1.481 (X = COOH)

x

X=H,
Donors(NH2,CH3),
Acceptors(CN,COOH)
Fig.7.1.

Structure of non- and para-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals
(a) and the symmetric resonance structure with inversible polarization
( SRIP ) for nitronyl nitroxide radical unit (b). The X represents the
substituent groups. The X = NH2 and CH3 are adopted as donor groups,
while the X = CHO and CN are adopted as acceptor groups. The
rotation angle of the substituted phenyl ring is depicted by the T. The
primarily bond lengths and bond angles optimized by PM3 and ab initio
UMP2 using 6-311G** are also shown.
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These J are calculated by using the finite-field ( FF ) method in the INDO coupled
Hartree-Fock ( CHF ) approximation. As concluded in the previous chapter, the NN radical
have large SRIP contribution, therefore the J of NN exhibit large electron-correlation dependency,
though the basis set dependency of J is relatively small. However, judging from the qualitative
coincidence of the U(3)xxx(r) distributions between at the HF and at the QCISD levels, a
cancellation among the S and DQ effects seems to be qualitatively achieved at the infinite-order.
Namely, the HF method is expected to reproduce the J values of PNN compounds approximately
at the QCISD level. In this study, INDO approximation is applied for calculation of J for PNN
compounds since the sizes of PNO compounds are too large to apply ab initio MO method. The
INDO method has established reputation for calculation of radical species and can reproduce
negative J value for NN radical ( Jxxxx(HF/6-31G+pd) = -29200 a.u., Jxxxx(QCISD/6-31G+pd) =
-27100 a.u. and Jxxxx(INDO) = -173000 a.u. ), though the magnitude of Jxxxx obtained by using
INDO method is shown to be about six times as large as those using HF or QCISD methods.
The results obtained by using INDO method are expected to be adequate for a qualitative study,
particularly on sign of the J.

7.2.

Results and discussion

7.2.1. Jxxxx versus rotation angle T for non- and para-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide
radicals
Before investigating the Jxxxx, we examine the Jzzzz for all the compounds at the T = 0°.
shown in Table 7.1, all the Jxxxx are negative against the positive Jzzzz.

As

For these compounds, as

expected, the |Jxxxx| are found to be much larger than the |Jzzzz| and to be the largest components.

Table 7.1 Jxxxx and Jzzzz for all the substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide
radicals at the T = 0° calculated by using the INDO CHF method.
The symbol X represents the substituent groups, i.e., donor
groups (NH2 and CH3) and acceptor groups (CHO and CN).
X

H

Jxxxx -110000
Jzzzz

3300

NH2

CH3

CHO

CN

-223000

-116000

-47900

-70600

7400

6080

11700

8940
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Variations in the Jxxxx of non-, donor- and acceptor-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide
radicals for the rotational angle T are shown in Fig.7.2. For the non-substituted phenyl nitronyl
nitroxide radical, the Jxxxx is shown to be negative in the whole range of the T. As the T
increases from 0° to 90° the |Jxxxx| gradually declines and reaches the largest point at the T = 90°
where the largest |Jxxxx| is about 5 times as large as the |Jxxxx| at the T = 90°. This implies that a
reduction of the S-electron delocalization over the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit and the phenyl
ring causes the enhancement of the |Jxxxx|.
For the phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals substituted by donor groups ( X= NH2 and CH3 ),
the Jxxxx are also shown to be negative in the whole range of the T. Similar increases in the |Jxxxx|
with the increase in the Jxxxx are observed. However, in the whole region of the T, all the
donor-substituted nitronyl nitroxide radicals are found to provide larger |Jxxxx| compared with
those for non-substituted ones. The differences in the |Jxxxx| between for the non- and
donor-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals are shown to be constant in the whole region
of the T, respectively, and are found to increase in order of the strength of the donating property
( NH2 > CH3 ). This suggests that an increase in the electron density on the nitronyl nitroxide
radical unit leads to the enhancement of the |Jxxxx|.

5

J xxxx [ a.u. ]

0

x10

-1
-2
-3
-NH2
-CH3
-H
-CN
-CHO

-4
-5
-6
-7

Fig.7.2.

0

15

30

45

T>q@

60

75

90

Variations in the Jxxxx for the rotation angle T. The solid, dotted and
dashed lines represent the non-, donor- and acceptor-substituted phenyl
nitronyl nitroxide radicals, respectively.
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Similarly to the above two cases, the Jxxxx for the phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals substituted
by acceptor groups ( X = CHO and CN ) are also shown to be negative in the whole range of the

T and show increases in the |Jxxxx| with the increase in the T. In contrast to the donor-substituted
case, all the acceptor-substituted nitronyl nitroxide radicals are shown to provide smaller |Jxxxx|
than non-substituted one does at the whole region of the T. The differences in the |Jxxxx| between
for non- and acceptor-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals are also shown to be constant
in the whole range of the T, respectively, and are found to increase in order of the strength of the
accepting property ( CHO > CN ). This suggests that a decrease in the electron density on the
nitronyl nitroxide unit leads to a decrease in the |Jxxxx|.

7.2.2

Jxxxx density analyses for non- and para-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals

Figure 7.3 shows the Jxxxx densities on the nitronyl nitroxide radical units for the non- ( (a) ),
donor- ( (b) X = NH2 ) and acceptor- ( (c) X = CN ) substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals
with the rotation angles T = 0° and 90°.
(a) X = H





T = 0°

T = 90°

T = 0°

T = 90°

T = 0°

T = 90°

(b) X = NH2





(c) X = CN





Fig.7.3. Plots of Jxxxx densities on the nitronyl nitroxide radical units for the non-(a), donor ( X = NH2 )and acceptor ( X = CN )-substituted phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radicals, at the rotation angles T
= 0° and 90°. The dark circle indicates the position of atom.
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For all the cases, the increases in the |Jxxxx| densities in the N-O regions are observed at the T =
90° compared with the case at the T = 0°. This implies that the enhancement of the |Jxxxx| at the

T = 90° relates to the increase in the |J| densities since the contribution to the Jxxxx from the N-O
regions at the both ends of the nitronyl nitroxide radical units is found to provide a main negative
contribution. Namely, a reduction of the S-electron delocalization over the nitronyl nitroxide
radical unit and the phenyl ring is found to cause the enhancement of the |Jxxxx| density in the N-O
regions.
It is found for the effects of the substituent groups on the Jxxxx densities at the T = 0° and 90°
that the introduction of the donor group increases the |Jxxxx| densities in the N-O regions, while
that of the acceptor group has an opposite effect. This feature suggests that the donating and
accepting action on the phenyl ring primarily leads to the increase and decrease in the |Jxxxx|
densities in the N-O regions, respectively, and then causes the changes in the Jxxxx, as shown in
Fig.7.2.

7.2.3

Relations between the distribution of charge density on the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit
and the Jxxxx
As mentioned in Sec.4.2, the increase and decrease in the charge density on the nitronyl

nitroxide radical unit seem to determine the magnitude of the Jxxxx. In this section, we examine
the charge density on the nitronyl nitroxide radical units both at the T = 90° and at the T = 0° by
reference to the charge density of the case for X = H at the T = 0°. As shown in Fig.7.4, the
increase and the decrease in the charge densities on the O and N atom sites, respectively, are
observed for these systems at the T = 90°. This indicates that a reduction of the S-electron
delocalization over the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit and the phenyl ring causes the localization
of electrons on the O atom sites due to the large electron negativity and then leads to the increase
in the negative contributions to the Jxxxx, as shown in Fig.7.3.
It is also found that the introduction of the donor group ( X = NH2 ) enhances the charge
densities on the O atom sites, while the introduction of the acceptor group ( X = CN ) decreases
the charge densities on the O atom sites. This feature is considered to lead to the remarkable
changes in the Jxxxx densities in the N-O regions for donor- and acceptor-substituted systems, as
shown in Fig.7.3.
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(a) X = NH2

T=

0

T=

90

T=

0

T=

90

(b) X = CN

Fig.7.4. Plots of the charge densities on the nitronyl nitroxide radical units for the
donor ( X = NH2 )- and acceptor ( X = CN )-substituted phenyl nitronyl
nitroxide radicals both at the T = 0° and at the T = 90°.
are obtained by

These quantities

the charge density differences 'U ( { U(X = NH2 or CN,

T = 0° or 90°) - U(X = H, T = 0°) ). The size of the circle represents the
magnitude of the charge density difference. The white and black circles
represent the positive and negative charge density differences,
respectively.

7.3.

Concluding remarks

The INDO CHF calculations and the Jxxxx density analyses for some para-substituted phenyl
nitronyl nitroxide radicals have been performed to elucidate the variations in the Jxxxx by two
chemical perturbations, i.e., an introduction of donor or acceptor group, and a rotation of the
substituted phenyl ring. For these compounds, the Jxxxx are found to be negative and to be
primarily contributed from the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit. From the results for the rotation
of the phenyl rings, a reduction of S-electron delocalization over the nitronyl nitroxide radical
unit and the phenyl ring is found to cause a localization of charges on the O atom sites and an
enhancement of polarization in the N-O regions. The |Jxxxx| densities in the N-O regions are also
found to enhance at the T = 90°. This can be explained by the enhancement of fluctuations of
electrons in the N-O regions because of the increase and the decrease in charges on the O and N
atom sites, respectively. As seen from the results for the introduction of donor or acceptor
groups to the phenyl ring, the introduction of the donor group tends to increase the |Jxxxx|, while
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that of the acceptor group tends to decrease the |Jxxxx|. This feature is also observed in the whole
range of the T. From the plots of the Jxxxx densities and the charge differences on the nitronyl
nitroxide radical units, the donating and accepting actions are found to cause respectively the
increase and decrease in the polarization and |Jxxxx| densities in the N-O regions.
It is concluded that the |Jxxxx| of the phenyl nitronyl nitroxide radical is determined by the
changes in the charge distributions in the N-O regions: the increase in the polarization in the
N-O regions enhances the |Jxxxx|, while the reduction of polarization in the N-O regions decreases
the |Jxxxx|. The charge densities on the O atom sites are predicted to be controlled by changing
the degree of the S-electron delocalization over the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit and the phenyl
ring, or by introducing donor or acceptor substituent group into the phenyl ring in para position.
The reduction of the S-electron delocalization and the introduction of the donor group are found
to increase and decrease in the charge densities on the O and N atom sites, respectively. As a
result, the electron fluctuations in the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit is found to be sensitive to the
subtle chemical perturbations.
After this theoretical study was reported, third-order nonlinear optical properties of
2-phenyl-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-3-oxide-1-oxyl ( PTIO ), which is one of the phenyl
nitronyl nitroxide radical, was reported by Kamada et al. [113]. The nonresonant values of
second hyperpolarizabilities for PTIO measured by femtosecond Z-scan method at 780-857 nm
are found to be negative. The observed absolute J values for PTIO are in the order 10-35 ~ 10-34
e.s.u. These values are one or two order lager those of molecules with similar size unsaturated
chain ( 2,5-dimethyl-2,4-hexadiene, J = 4.9 × 10-36 e.s.u.; measured by THG method at 1908
nm ) [114].

Although a comparison of J obtained by different methods and in different

wavelength is very difficult, the J of PTIO is considered to support our prediction. Namely, this
relatively large magnitude of J is considered to originate in large charge fluctuation in NN group.
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Chapter 8

Theoretical study on the third-order
nonlinear optical susceptibilities for

E-phase crystal of p-NPNN
In chapter 1, an approximate formula of J and a classification rule based on the three-type
analysis for sign and magnitude of J is presented. Although it is well known that most organic
molecules have positive J, an existence of molecules with negative J is predicted on the basis of
the above analysis. Namely, the symmetric systems with large ground-state polarizabilities tend
to exhibit negative J. In chapter 6, we investigate the J of the nitronyl nitroxide ( NN ) radical,
whose structure conform to the guideline of negative J, and found that NN radical has large
negative J at the higher-order electron-correlation levels. In chapter 7, we investigate the J for
several phenyl nitronyl nitroxide ( PNN ) radical species and found that PNN compounds also
have negative J.
In this chapter, the J for para-nitrophenyl nitronyl nitroxide ( p-NPNN ), which is an
open-shell system with two nitroxide radical groups nearly symmetrically arranged, is
investigated[115,116]. On the basis of our classification rule, this molecule is expected to
exhibit negative J in the direction ( x ) of bond axis of the nitronyl nitroxide group.

We also

estimate the F for the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN [117] by the oriented gas model [118,119].
In this crystal, the nitronyl nitroxide radicals align in a direction x, and hence the characteristics
(3)

of Jxxxx are considered to be reflected by those of J of p-NPNN. Namely, the F(3)XXXX is also
expected to become negative in sign.
A combination of nonlinear optical and other functional properties is attracting for getting
more profound understanding of the structure-property relationships. Recently, it was reported
that the intercalated layered materials comprising an organic dye and inorganic MPS3 ( M =
Mn2+ or Cd2+ ) exhibit both the second-order optical nonlinearity and permanent magnetization
[120]. In contrast, the p-NPNN in the present study is known to construct a stable crystal
( E-phase crystal ), which is an organic ferromagnet below Tc = 0.6 K and is also a second-order
nonlinear optical material [121]. Therefore, the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN has a possibility of
being a fundamental system for high-order organic magneto-optical systems in the future.
For nitronyl nitroxide group involved in p-NPNN, which is nearly symmetric in the direction of x
axis, the SRIP ( shown in Fig.8.1 ) seem to largely contribute to the ground state, so that the Jxxxx
is expected to be negative.
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Symmetric resonance structures with inversible polarization (SRIP) for p-NPNN.
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8.1.

Calculation method and calculated systems

8.1.1. Monomer and cluster models in p-NPNN E-phase crystal
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show the structures obtained from X-ray spectra [120] for p-NPNN
monomer and its E-phase crystal. The x direction of the p-NPNN monomer is along the
direction of the largest polarization in the nitronyl nitroxide radical group, O-N-C-N-O. The

Jxxxx of the nitronyl nitroxide radical group is expected to be negative based on our classification
rule of J. Further, the directions of the polarizations in the nitronyl nitroxide units nearly
coincide with the direction of the a axis of the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN as shown in Fig.8.3.
This structure suggests an emergence of negative F(3) in the direction of the a axis. Before the
calculation of the macroscopic susceptibilities in the oriented gas model, we should consider the
effects of intermolecular interactions on the J

since those effects are known to largely affect the

J. In this study, two types of main interaction paths along the a and c axes, respectively,
( shown in Fig.8.4 ) are considered.

z
y

x

p-NPNN
Fig.8.2.

Structure of p-NPNN monomer obtained by the X-ray spectra.
c

b
a

(Fdd2)

b

a

Fig.8.3.

Configuration of p-NPNN in the E-phase crystal.
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Z
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X

Type (A)
Fig.8.4.

Y
Type (B)

Two types of cluster models ( types (A) and (B) ), existing in
p-NPNN E-phase crystal. The break lines represent the main
intermolecular interaction paths.

For the calculation of J for p-NPNN monomer and its cluster models, the INDO CHF method
is employed. From a comparison between the experimental E [119] and the E calculated by
the INDO CHF method, this method is considered to be adequate for a qualitative study, at least
on sign of the J.

8.1.2. Oriented gas model
In this section, we briefly explain a method for the calculation of nonlinear optical
susceptibility on the basis of the oriented gas model [117].
The nonlinear optical
susceptibilities for organic molecular crystals with weak intermolecular interactions are
determined by the molecular hyperpolarizabilities. However, the molecular environment causes
the changes of the molecular hyperpolarizabilities by the mutual polarization effects of
neighboring molecules. On the macroscopic scale, this effect can be accounted for by a proper
Lorentz local-field correction. A simple summation scheme can be adopted, whereby the
hyperpolarizability tensor J(s) is related to the corresponding crystalline third-order nonlinear
susceptibility F(3) ( with components ctIJKI in crystalline frame ), through the following relation.
If the crystal point group J allows for n(g) equivalent positions in the unit cell, then
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P

t
f I (Z 4 ) f J (Z 1 ) fK (Z 2 ) f L (Z 3 )¦ Nt cIJKL

3)
F (IJKL

(8.1)

t 1

c

1 n( g )
¦ cos( I, i(s)) cos( J, j(s)) cos( K, k(s)) cos( L, l(s))J ijkl (8.2)
n( g ) s 1

t
IJKL

ijkl

where fI(Z4), fJ(Z1), fK(Z2) and fL(Z3) represent local-field correlation, t is any of the P
unequivalent positions and Nt is the actual number of molecules in one of the P nonequivalent
subsets. Local molecular frames are fixed with respect to the molecules so that Jijkl in Eq. (8.2)
is not dependent on either s or t.
Further, the summation in Eq. (8.2) initially running independently over all four molecular
indices ijkl will be restricted to 24 components of the tensor Jijkl (allowing for Kleinman
permutation symmetry).
Lorentz local field corrections used in Eq. (8.1) are calculated as follows. The factor atIJ,
which corresponds to ctIJKL in the third-order nonlinearity, is represented by
aIJt

1 n( g )
¦ cos( I, i(s)) cos( J , j(s))D ij .
n( g ) s 1

(8.3)

ij

The diagonal part atII can be related to the refraction index nI as
aIIt

3 nI2  1
,
4SN A nI2  2

(8.4)

where NA is Avogadro number. Using Eq. (8.4), Lorentz local field correction is represented by
the static atII

fI (0)

nI2  2
3

3
3  4SN AD tII

( I = X, Y, Z ),

(8.5)

where atII can be calculated from Dij by using Eq. (8.3).

8.2.

Results and discussion

8.2.1. INDO CHF calculation of J for p-NPNN monomer
Each component of J for a monomer of p-NPNN calculated by the INDO CHF method is
shown in Table 8.1.

The largest component, Jxxxx, is found to be negative. This feature is in
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good agreement with our prediction based on our classification rule. Namely, a feasibility of
electron fluctuation on the nitronyl nitroxide radical unit, O-N-C-N-O, seems to enhance the
ground state polarizability and hence tends to provide negative Jxxxx. In contrast, the second
largest component, Jzzzz, is shown to be positive. From our classification rule of J, this seems to
be ascribed to a predominant contribution from the charge transfer ( CT ) excitation between the
ground and the allowed first excited states with noncentrosymmetric charge distributions.

8.2.2. Macroscopic F(3) in E-phase crystal of p-NPNN
In the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN shown in Fig.8.3, two types of main intermolecular
interaction paths in the directions of the a and c axes exist. Fig.8.4 shows two types of cluster
models, (A) and (B), of p-NPNN, corresponding to the two types of main interaction paths,
respectively. To include this interaction effects, the a and c for monomer estimated by the
calculations of the cluster models are used in the oriented gas model. Fig.8.5 shows variations
in Jzzzz per monomer and Jxxxx per monomer with the increase in the size of the clusters in types
(A) and (B). The increase in the size of the cluster in type (B) enhances the Jzzzz per monomer,
while that in type (A) decreases the Jzzzz per monomer. As a result, the increases in the size of
the clusters both in types (A) and (B) are expected to have only a small effect on the Jzzzz per
monomer.

This is indicated by the Jzzzz for a tetramer model in type (A)+(B).

The increase in

the size of the cluster in type (B) slightly changes the Jxxxx per monomer, while that in type (A)
largely enhance the magnitude of the Jxxxx per monomer.

As a result, in the E-phase crystal of

p-NPNN, the magnitude of the Jxxxx per monomer is expected to be considerably enhanced
compared with that for a monomer model. In the oriented gas model, therefore, for Jxxxx per
monomer we use the value obtained from the tetramer model in type (A), while for Jzzzz per
monomer we use the value obtained from the monomer model.

Table 8.1 Microscopic J values [ a.u. ] of p-NPNN calculated using the
INDO CHF method.

Jxxxx

Jyyyy

-33900

-284

Jzzzz

Jxxyy

14700

-2350
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Jyyzz
41.1

Jxxzz
4137

4

4

x10

x10

-3.2

1.9
1.8

-3.4

Type (A)
Type (B)

-3.8
-4.0
-4.2

(a)

J zzzz [ a.u. ]

J xxxx [ a.u. ]

1.7

-3.6

Type (A)
Type (B)
(A) + (B)

1.6
1.5
1.4
1.3

1

2

3

(b)

4

N

1.2

1

2

3

4

N

Fig.8.5. Variations in Jzzzz per monomer and Jxxxx per monomer with the increase in
the size of the clusters in types (A) and (B) shown in Fig.3. The symbol N
depicts the number of monomer. The Jzzzz per monomer is shown to be
sufficiently converged for tetramer models in types (A) and (B), though the

Jzzzz for the tetramer in type (B) was not obtained in sufficient precision.

Each component of F(3) for the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN calculated by the INDO CHF
method are given in Table 8.2.

As expected from the characteristics of Jxxxx for the nitronyl

nitroxide and alignment structure of p-NPNN in the E-phase crystal, the largest component,

F(3)XXXX, is found to be negative, while the second largest component, F(3)ZZZZ, is found to be
positive. From a comparison of relative magnitudes of these components between for p-NPNN
monomer and for its crystal, the difference in magnitudes is more enhanced in the crystal than in
the monomer. This feature seems to be caused by the differences in the contributions from
intermolecular interactions, types (A) and (B), to the Jxxxx and Jzzzz.

Table 8.2 Macroscopic F(3)/10-14 values [esu/cm3] for E-phase crystal
of p-NPNN calculated using the INDO CHF method in the
oriented gas model.

F(3)XXXX
-15.27

F(3)YYYY
-0.08

F(3)ZZZZ
5.90

F(3)XXYY
-0.77
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F(3)YYZZ

F(3)XXZZ

0.01

1.59

8.3.

Concluding remarks

The INDO CHF calculation is found to provide a large negative J for p-NPNN, in which the
nitronyl nitroxide radical structure is involved. It is also found that the main intermolecular
interactions in types (A) and (B) existing in the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN enhance the
magnitude of the Jxxxx per monomer ( negative ) in contrast to the Jzzzz per monomer ( positive ).
This feature suggests that the negative contribution from the symmetric nitronyl nitroxide
structure is considerably enhanced by the one-dimensional interaction path on the
one-dimensional structure nearly symmetrically aligned in the direction of the a axis. Therefore,
the F(3)XXXX for the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN is expected to be a largely enhanced negative
value. Actually, in the oriented gas model using the J including the effects of intermolecular
interactions, the F(3)XXXX for E-phase crystal of p-NPNN is found to be the largest component
with negative sign. It is also interesting that the ferromagnetic interaction path in the direction
of the O-N-C-N-O axis is also essential for the realization of the large negative F(3)XXXX. In
order to confirm the features obtained here, the ab initio electron correlation methods have to be
applied to the evaluation of the J for p-NPNN and for its clusters, since it is pointed out that
open-shell systems exhibit large electron-correlation dependencies of J .
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1. Summary
In the present study, the second hyperpolarizabilities for radical species and realization of the
system with large negative second hyperpolarizability are investigated.
In chapter 1, a classification rule for molecular second hyperpolarizability based on virtual
excitation process of a molecule is suggested. Based on the classification rule, it is possible to
design novel systems with large negative J. Namely, if the symmetric resonance structures with
inversible polarization ( SRIP ) greatly contribute to the ground state, the system tend to exhibit
large negative J and the electron-correlation dependency of J is predicted to be very large.
In chapter 3, the analysis method using hyperpolarizability density is developed. The
hyperpolarizability is defined as the differentiation of charge density with respect to the external
electric field.
Therefore, we can estimate the spatial contribution of charges to
hyperpolarizability by using hyperpolarizability density distributions. By using the second
hyperpolarizability density distribution of ethylene, the variation of J for ethylene in basis sets
and electron-correlation levels are visualized.
In chapter 4, the large electron-correlation effects detected in nitroxide radical ( H2NO ) by
using hyperpolarizability density analysis. This feature of J in nitroxide radical are considered
to be caused by the remarkable fluctuation of charges on N-O group, the effects of which are
found to be evaluated qualitatively by the infinite-order single excitation correlation involved in
the CCSD and QCISD methods.
In chapter 5, it is found that the J values of iso-electronic one- and three-canter radicals
sensitively reflect the features of the charge distributions and the degree of SRIP contributions.
In particular, the defect in charge for three-center cation radical ( NH(CH2) 2+ ) is considered to
enhance the SRIP contribution, so that NH(CH2) 2+ exhibits negative J, though the magnitude of
the J is small.
In chapter 6, it is found that the neutral five-center radical, i.e., nitronyl nitroxide ( NN )
radical, possess large negative J just as we have expected.

It is also found from J density

distribution that the J of NN radical is primarily determined by the electron fluctuations in the
bond region of the O-N-C-N-O unit.
In chapter 7, it is found that the |Jxxxx| of the phenyl nitronyl nitroxide ( PNN ) radical is
determined by the changes in the charge distributions in the N-O regions: the increase in the
polarization in the N-O regions enhances the |Jxxxx|, while the reduction of polarization in the N-O
regions decreases the |Jxxxx|. The charge densities on the O atom sites are predicted to be
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controlled by changing the degree of the S-electron delocalization over the NN unit and the
phenyl ring, or by introducing donor or acceptor substituent group into the phenyl ring in para
position.
In chapter 8, it is found that a real stable radical, para-nitro phenyl nitronyl nitroxide
( p-NPNN ) radical, has a large negative J. It is also found that the main intermolecular
interactions existing in the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN enhance the magnitude of the Jxxxx
( negative ) per monomer in contrast to the Jzzzz ( positive ) per monomer.

F(3)XXXX

Therefore, the

for the E-phase crystal of p-NPNN is expected to be enhanced. Actually, in the oriented

gas model using the J including the effects of intermolecular interactions, the F

(3)
XXXX

for

E-phase crystal of p-NPNN is found to be the largest component with negative sign.
It is concluded from the present study that the radical species are expected to be important as
nonlinear optical materials. The large negative second hyperpolarizability of small size neutral
molecule, i.e., NN radical, is considered to be caused by the electron fluctuation in radical
species. Besides the nonlinear optical properties of radical species are expected to be controlled
easily by chemical perturbations as observed in PNN compounds. The classification rule of J
based on virtual excitation process is found to be useful for predicting the nonlinear optical
property of radical species, and the hyperpolarizability density analysis is considered to be useful
for obtaining a "local view" of the nonlinear optical polarization.

9.2

Future extensions

In the present study, the calculations of hyperpolarizabilities for PNN compounds and
p-NPNN are carried out by using INDO method, notwithstanding the importance of
electron-correlation for describing the second hyperpolarizability. One reason is that the INDO
approximation is expected to provide qualitative values of hyperpolarizabilities for PNN
compounds and p-NPNN radical, since the J value of NN radical obtained using INDO method
give agreement with that using QCISD method. The other reason is that the higher-order
electron-correlation methods, e.g., QCISD and CCSD(T) methods, cannot be applied because of
the large size of the molecules. Although, it is not impossible to apply DFT approaches, e.g.,
BLYP and B3LYP methods, for the calculation of hyperpolarizabilities for PNN compounds, it is
found that these methods cannot well reproduce J of NN radical at the CCSD(T) level in chapter
6. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a new DFT approach, which can reproduce
hyperpolarizabilities of systems with large SRIP contributions at the CCSD(T) level as soon as
possible. For example, a hybrid exchange functional approach would be useful.
In chapter 8, the effect of interaction between p-NPNN molecules in the crystal on J is
estimated from the variations of J per monomer obtained from the cluster calculations. In this
approach, the effects of the intermolecular spin interaction on the nonlinear optical properties
have not been investigated. However, this interaction is considered to be indispensable for
studying magnet-optical phenomena in radical clusters. The author wishes to solve this
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problem in future.
In the present study, the author investigates organic radicals alone. However, nonlinear
optical properties of systems including metal atoms are very interesting, since the existence of
electrons in d-orbital is expected to cause various effects on nonlinear optical phenomena. The
author have already studied the hyperpolarizabilities of organometalic conjugated systems by
using higher-order electron-correlation methods and hyperpolarizability density analysis
[123,124]. The author plans to apply DFT approaches to calculations of various organometalic
conjugated systems, which are expected to novel nonlinear optical phenomena.
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